Tom Horwood
Joint Chief Executive
of Guildford and Waverley
Borough Councils

www.guildford.gov.uk
Contact Officer:
Sophie Butcher, Democratic Services Officer
27 September 2022
Dear Councillor
Your attendance is requested at a meeting of the PLANNING COMMITTEE to be held
in the Council Chamber, Millmead House, Millmead, Guildford, Surrey GU2 4BB on
WEDNESDAY 5 OCTOBER 2022 at 7.00 pm.
Whilst Committee members and key officers will be in attendance in person for the
meeting, registered speakers as well as ward councillors registered to speak, may also
join the meeting via MSTeams. Ward Councillors, please use the link in the Outlook
Calendar invitation. Registered speakers will be sent the link upon registration. If you
lose your wi-fi connectivity, please re-join using the telephone number +44 020 3855
4748. You will be prompted to input a conference ID: 411 024 958#.
Members of the public may watch the live webcast here: https://guildford.publici.
tv/core/portal/home
If you have Covid symptoms you should not attend the meeting.
.
Please note that a limited number of socially distanced seats will be available. Please
contact the Democratic Services Officer to confirm. If registered speakers wish to attend
in person, the seating will be allocated to them first.
.
Face masks will be required to enter the Council building and Council Chamber. You
may wish to wear a facemask for the duration of the meeting, however, as long as a 2
metre social distance is maintained, the wearing of a facemask is not required
.
Hand sanitisers will be available on arrival and departure, please use them regularly.
Yours faithfully
Tom Horwood
Joint Chief Executive
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Guildford Borough Council
Millmead House, Millmead, Guildford, Surrey GU2 4BB

MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE
Chairman: Councillor Fiona White
Vice-Chairman: Councillor Colin Cross
Councillor Jon Askew
Councillor Christopher Barrass
Councillor David Bilbé
Councillor Chris Blow
Councillor Ruth Brothwell
Councillor Angela Goodwin
Councillor Angela Gunning

Councillor Liz Hogger
Councillor Marsha Moseley
Councillor Ramsey Nagaty
Councillor Maddy Redpath
Councillor Pauline Searle
Councillor Paul Spooner

Authorised Substitute Members:
The Mayor, Councillor Dennis Booth
Councillor Guida Esteves
Councillor Graham Eyre
Councillor Andrew Gomm
Councillor Steven Lee
Councillor Nigel Manning
Councillor Ted Mayne
Councillor Bob McShee
Councillor Susan Parker

Councillor George Potter
Councillor Jo Randall
Councillor Tony Rooth
Councillor Will Salmon
Councillor Deborah Seabrook
Councillor Cait Taylor
Councillor James Walsh
Councillor Keith Witham
Councillor Catherine Young
QUORUM 5
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THE COUNCIL’S STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK (2021- 2025)
Our Vision:
A green, thriving town and villages where people have the homes they need, access to quality
employment, with strong and safe communities that come together to support those needing help.
Our Mission:
A trusted, efficient, innovative, and transparent Council that listens and responds quickly to the
needs of our community.
Our Values:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We will put the interests of our community first.
We will listen to the views of residents and be open and accountable in our decision-making.
We will deliver excellent customer service.
We will spend money carefully and deliver good value for money services.
We will put the environment at the heart of our actions and decisions to deliver on our
commitment to the climate change emergency.
We will support the most vulnerable members of our community as we believe that every
person matters.
We will support our local economy.
We will work constructively with other councils, partners, businesses, and communities to
achieve the best outcomes for all.
We will ensure that our councillors and staff uphold the highest standards of conduct.

Our strategic priorities:
Homes and Jobs
•
•
•
•
•
•

Revive Guildford town centre to unlock its full potential
Provide and facilitate housing that people can afford
Create employment opportunities through regeneration
Support high quality development of strategic sites
Support our business community and attract new inward investment
Maximise opportunities for digital infrastructure improvements and smart places technology

Environment
•
•
•
•

Provide leadership in our own operations by reducing carbon emissions, energy
consumption and waste
Engage with residents and businesses to encourage them to act in more
environmentally sustainable ways through their waste, travel, and energy choices
Work with partners to make travel more sustainable and reduce congestion
Make every effort to protect and enhance our biodiversity and natural environment.

Community
•
•
•
•

Tackling inequality in our communities
Work with communities to support those in need
Support the unemployed back into the workplace and facilitate opportunities for
residents to enhance their skills
Prevent homelessness and rough-sleeping in the borough
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AGENDA
1

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND NOTIFICATION OF SUBSTITUTE
MEMBERS

2

LOCAL CODE OF CONDUCT - DISCLOSABLE PECUNIARY INTERESTS
In accordance with the local Code of Conduct, a councillor is required to
disclose at the meeting any disclosable pecuniary interest (DPI) that they may
have in respect of any matter for consideration on this agenda. Any councillor
with a DPI must not participate in any discussion or vote regarding that matter
and they must also withdraw from the meeting immediately before consideration
of the matter.
If that DPI has not been registered, you must notify the Monitoring Officer of the
details of the DPI within 28 days of the date of the meeting.
Councillors are further invited to disclose any non-pecuniary interest which may
be relevant to any matter on this agenda, in the interests of transparency, and to
confirm that it will not affect their objectivity in relation to that matter.

3

MINUTES (Pages 15 - 20)
To confirm the minutes of the meeting of the Committee held on 7 September
2022 as attached at Item 3. A copy of the minutes will be placed on the dais
prior to the meeting.

4

ANNOUNCEMENTS
To receive any announcements from the Chairman of the Committee.

5

PLANNING AND RELATED APPLICATIONS (Pages 21 - 22)
All current applications between numbers 21/P/01997 and 22/P/00423 which
are not included on the above-mentioned List, will be considered at a future
meeting of the Committee or determined under delegated powers. Members
are requested to consider and determine the Applications set out in the Index of
Applications.

6

5.1

21/P/01997 - Laurel Bank Cottage, Seale Lane, Seale, Farnham,
GU10 1LD
(Pages 23 - 32)

5.2

21/P/02588 - Kings Court, Burrows Lane, Gomshall, Shere
(Pages 33 - 46)

5.3

22/P/00203 - Laurel Bank Cottage, Seale Lane, Seale, Farnham,
GU10 1LD
(Pages 47 - 56)

5.4

22/P/00423 - 1 Parklands Place, Guildford, GU1 2PS
(Pages 57 - 66)

PLANNING APPEAL DECISIONS (Pages 67 - 100)
Committee members are asked to note the details of Appeal Decisions as
attached at Item 6.
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WEBCASTING NOTICE
This meeting will be recorded for live and/or subsequent broadcast on the Council’s website in
accordance with the Council’s capacity in performing a task in the public interest and in line with
the Openness of Local Government Bodies Regulations 2014. The whole of the meeting will be
recorded, except where there are confidential or exempt items, and the footage will be on the
website for six months.
If you have any queries regarding webcasting of meetings, please contact Committee Services.
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NOTES:
(i) Procedure for determining planning and related applications:
1.

A Planning Officer will present the Officer’s Report virtually by sharing the
presentation on Microsoft Office Teams as part of the live meeting which all
committee members will be able to see online. For members of the public, able to
dial into the meeting, copies of the presentation will be loaded onto the website to
view and will be published on the Tuesday of the same week prior to the meeting.
Planning officers will make it clear during the course of their presentation which
slides they are referring to at all times.

2.

Members of the public who have registered to speak may then address the
meeting in accordance with the agreed procedure for public speaking (a maximum
of two objectors followed by a maximum of two supporters). Public speakers must
observe social distancing rules, if attending in person. If joining online, public
speakers will be sent an invite by the Democratic Services Officer (DSO) via
Microsoft Office Teams to attend online or via a telephone number and conference
ID code as appropriate to the public speakers needs. Prior to the consideration of
each application which qualifies for public speaking, the DSO will ensure all public
speakers are online. If public speakers cannot access the appropriate equipment to
participate, or owing to unexpected IT issues experienced they cannot participate
in the meeting, they are advised to submit their three-minute speech to the
Democratic Services Officer by no later than midday the day before the meeting. In
such circumstances, the DSO will read out their speech. Alternatively, public
speakers may wish to attend the meeting in person in the Council Chamber.

3.

The Chairman gives planning officer’s the right to reply in response to comments
that have been made during the public speaking session.

4.

Any councillor(s) who are not member(s) of the Planning Committee, but who wish
to speak on an application, either in or outside of their ward, will be then allowed
for no longer than three minutes each. It will be at the Chairman’s discretion to
permit councillor(s) to speak for longer than three minutes and will have joined the
meeting remotely via MSTeams. [Councillors should notify the Committee Officer,
in writing, by no later than midday the day before the meeting of their intention to
speak and send the DSO a copy of their speech so it can be read out on their
behalf should they lose their wi-fi connection.] If the application is deferred, any
councillor(s) who are not member(s) of the Planning Committee will not be
permitted to speak when the application is next considered by the Committee.

5.

The Chairman will then open up the application for debate. The Chairman will ask
which councillors wish to speak on the application and determine the order of
speaking accordingly. At the end of the debate, the Chairman will check that all
members had had an opportunity to speak should they wish to do so.
(a) No speech shall be longer than three minutes for all Committee members. As
soon as a councillor starts speaking, the DSO will activate the timer. The DSO
will advise when there are 30 seconds remaining and when the three minutes
has concluded;

(b) No councillor to speak more than
once
Page
6 during the debate on the application;

(c) Members shall avoid repetition of points made earlier in the debate.
(d) The Chairman gives planning officer’s the right to reply in response to
comments that have been made during the debate, and prior to the vote being
taken.
(e) Once the debate has concluded, the Chairman will automatically move the
officer’s recommendation following the debate on that item. If it is seconded,
the motion is put to the vote. The Chairman will confirm verbally which
councillor has seconded a motion A simple majority vote is required for the
motion to be carried. If it is not seconded or the motion is not carried then the
Chairman will ask for a second alternative motion to be put to the vote. The
vote will be taken by roll call or by affirmation if there is no dissent
In any case where the motion is contrary to officer recommendation that is:
•

Approval to refusal, or;

•

Refusal to approval;

•

Or where the motion proposes additional reasons for refusal, or additional
conditions to be included in any planning permission. The following
procedure shall be followed:

•

Where the alternative motion is to propose a refusal, the proposer of the
motion shall be expected to state the harm (where applicable) and the
relevant policy(ies) to justify the motion. In advance of the vote, provided
that any such proposal has been properly moved and seconded, the
Chairman shall discuss with relevant officers and the mover and seconder
of the motion, the reason(s), conditions (where applicable) and policy(ies)
put forward to ensure that they are sufficiently precise, state the harm
(where applicable) and support the correct policies to justify the motion.
All participants and members of the public will be able to hear the
discussion between the Chairman and the relevant officers and the mover
and seconder of the motion. Following the discussion the Chairman will
put to the Committee the motion and the reason(s) for the decision before
moving to the vote. The vote will be taken by roll call or by affirmation, if
there is no dissent.

(f) A motion can also be proposed and seconded at any time to defer or adjourn
consideration of an application (for example for further information/advice
backed by supporting reasons).
(g) Technical difficulties during the meeting. If the Chairman or the DSO identifies
a failure of the remote participation facility and a connection to a Committee
Member is lost during the meeting, the Chairman will stop the meeting to
enable the connection to be restored. If the connection cannot be restored
within a reasonable time, the meeting will proceed, provided that it remains
quorate. If the Member who was disconnected is subsequently re-connected
and they have missed any part of the debate on the matter under discussion,
they will not be able to vote on that matter as they would not have heard all the
facts.
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6.

Unless otherwise decided by a majority of councillors present and voting by roll
call at the meeting, all Planning Committee meetings shall finish by no later than
10:30pm.
Any outstanding items not completed by the end of the meeting shall be
adjourned to the reconvened or next ordinary meeting of the Committee.

7.

In order for a planning application to be referred to the full Council for
determination in its capacity as the Local Planning Authority, a councillor must
first with a seconder, write/email the Democratic Services Manager detailing the
rationale for the request (the proposer and seconder does not have to be a
planning committee member).
The Democratic Services Manager shall inform all councillors by email of the
request to determine an application by full Council, including the rationale
provided for that request. The matter would then be placed as an agenda item
for consideration at the next Planning Committee meeting. The proposer and
seconder would each be given three minutes to state their case. The decision to
refer a planning application to the full Council will be decided by a majority vote of
the Planning Committee.
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GUIDANCE NOTE
For Planning Committee Members
Probity in Planning – Role of Councillors
Councillors on the Planning Committee sit as a non-judicial body, but act in a
semi-judicial capacity, representative of the whole community in making
decisions on planning applications. They must, therefore:
1. act fairly, openly and apolitically;
2. approach each planning application with an open mind,
avoid pre-conceived opinions;
3. carefully weigh up all relevant issues;
4. determine each application on its individual planning
merits;
5. avoid undue contact with interested parties; and
6. ensure that the reasons for their decisions are clearly
stated.
The above role applies to councillors who are nominated substitutes on the
Planning Committee. Where a councillor, who is neither a member of, nor a
substitute on the Planning Committee, attends a meeting of the Committee, he or
she is also under a duty to act fairly and openly and avoid any actions which
might give rise to an impression of bias or undue influence.
Equally, the conduct of members of any working party or committee considering
planning policy must be similar to that outlined above relating to the Planning
Committee.
Reason for Refusal
How a reason for refusal is constructed.
A reason for refusal should carefully describe the harm of the development as
well as detailing any conflicts with policies or proposals in the development plan
which are relevant to the decision.
When formulating reasons for refusal Members will need to:
(1) Describe those elements of the proposal that are harmful, e.g. bulk, massing,
lack of something, loss of something.
(2) State what the harm is e.g. character, openness of the green belt, retail
function and;
(3) The reason will need to make reference to policy to justify the refusal.
Example
The proposed change of use would result in the loss of A1 retail frontage at Guildford
Town Centre, which would be detrimental to the retail function of the town and contrary
to policy SS9 in the Guildford Local Plan.
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Reason for Approval
How a reason for approval is constructed.
A reason for approval should carefully detail a summary of the reasons for the grant of
planning permission and a summary of the policies and proposals in the development
plan, which are relevant to the decision.
Example:
The proposal has been found to comply with Green Belt policy as it relates to a
replacement dwelling and would not result in any unacceptable harm to the openness or
visual amenities of the Green Belt. As such the proposal is found to comply with saved
policies RE2 and H6 of the Council’s saved Local Plan and national Green Belt policy in
the NPPF.
Reason for Deferral
Applications should only be deferred if the Committee feels that it requires further
information or to enable further discussions with the applicant or in exceptional
circumstances to enable a collective site visit to be undertaken.
Clear reasons for a deferral must be provided with a summary of the policies in the
development plan which are relevant to the deferral.
.
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APPLICATIONS FOR PLANNING PERMISSION & RELATED APPLICATIONS FOR
CONSIDERATION BY THE PLANNING COMMITTEE
NOTES:
Officers Report
Officers have prepared a report for each planning or related application on the
Planning Committee Index which details:• Site location plan;
• Site Description;
• Proposal;
• Planning History;
• Consultations; and
• Planning Policies and Considerations.
Each report also includes a recommendation to either approve or refuse the
application. Recommended reason(s) for refusal or condition(s) of approval and
reason(s) including informatives are set out in full in each report.
Written Representations
Copies of representations received in respect of the applications listed are available
for inspection by Councillors at the plans viewing session held prior to the meeting
and will also be available at the meeting. Late representations will be summarised in
a report which will be circulated at the meeting.
Planning applications and any representations received in relation to applications are
available for inspection at the Planning Services reception by prior arrangement with
the Head of Planning Services.
Background Papers
In preparing the reports relating to applications referred to on the Planning
Committee Index, the Officers refer to the following background documents:•

The Town and Country Planning Act 1990, Planning and Compulsory Purchase
Act 2004, the Localism Act and other current Acts, Statutory Instruments and
Circulars as published by the Department for Communities and Local
Government (CLG).

•

Guildford Borough Local Plan: Strategy and Sites 2015-2034.

•

The South East Plan, Regional Spatial Strategy for the South East (May 2009).

•

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (March 2012)

•

The Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 1995,
as amended (2010).

•

Consultation responses and other correspondence as contained in the
application file, together with such other files and documents which may
constitute the history of the application site or other sites in the locality.
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Human Rights Act 1998
The Human Rights Act 1998 (the 1998 Act) came into effect in October 2000 when the
provisions of the European Convention on Human Rights (the ECHR) were incorporated
into UK Law.
The determination of the applications which are the subject of reports are considered to
involve the following human rights issues:
1

Article 6(1):

right to a fair and public hearing

In the determination of a person’s civil rights and obligations everyone is entitled to a fair
and public hearing within a reasonable time by an independent and impartial tribunal
established by law. Judgment shall be pronounced publicly but the press and public may
be excluded from all or part of the hearing in certain circumstances (e.g. in the interest of
morals, strictly necessary in the opinion of the court in special circumstances where
publicity would prejudice the interests of justice.)
2

Article 8:
right to respect for private and family life (including where
the article 8 rights are those of children s.11 of the Children Act 2004)

Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his
correspondence. There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of
this right except such as is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic
society in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of
the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals,
or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.
s.11 of the Childrens Act 2004 requires the Council to make arrangements for ensuring
that their functions are discharged having regard to the need to safeguard and promote
the welfare of children. Furthermore, any services provided by another person pursuant
to arrangements made by the Council in the discharge of their functions must likewise be
provided having regard to the need to safeguard and promote the welfare of children.
3

Article 14:

prohibition from discrimination

The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set out in the ECHR shall be secured without
discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or
other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth
or other status.
4

Article 1 Protocol 1:

protection of property;

Every person is entitled to the peaceful enjoyment of his possessions. No one shall be
deprived of their possessions except in the public interest and subject to the conditions
provided for by law and by the general principles of international law. However, the state
retains the right to enforce such laws as it deems necessary to control the use of
property in accordance with the general interest or to secure the payment of taxes or
other contributions or penalties.
5

Article 2 Protocol 1:

right to education.

No person shall be denied the right to education.
Councillors should take account of the provisions of the 1998 Act as they relate to the
applications on this agenda when balancing the competing interests of the applicants,
any third party opposing the application and the community as a whole in reaching their
decision. Any interference with an individual’s human rights under the 1998 Act/ECHR
must be just and proportionate to the objective
Page 12in question and must not be arbitrary,

unfair or oppressive. Having had regard to those matters in the light of the convention
rights referred to above your officers consider that the recommendations are in
accordance with the law, proportionate and both necessary to protect the rights and
freedoms of others and in the public interest.
Costs
In planning appeals the parties involved normally meet their own costs. Most appeals do
not result in a costs application. A costs award where justified is an order which states
that one party shall pay to another party the costs, in full or part, which has been incurred
during the process by which the Secretary of State or Inspector’s decision is reached.
Any award made will not necessary follow the outcome of the appeal. An unsuccessful
appellant is not expected to reimburse the planning authority for the costs incurred in
defending the appeal. Equally the costs of a successful appellant are not bourne by the
planning authority as a matter of course.
However, where:
•
•
•

A party has made a timely application for costs
The party against whom the award is sought has behaved unreasonably; and
The unreasonable behaviour has directly caused the party applying for the costs
to incur unnecessary or wasted expense in the appeal process a full or partial
award is likely.

The word “unreasonable” is used in its ordinary meaning as established in the courts in
Manchester City Council v SSE & Mercury Communications Limited 1988 JPL 774.
Behaviour which is regarded as unreasonable may be procedural or substantive in
nature. Procedural relates to the process. Substantive relates to the issues arising on the
appeal. The authority is at risk of an award of costs against it if it prevents or delays
development, which should clearly be permitted having regard to the development plan.
The authority must produce evidence to show clearly why the development cannot be
permitted. The authority’s decision notice must be carefully framed and should set out
the full reasons for refusal. Reasons should be complete, precise, specific and relevant
to the application. The Planning authority must produce evidence at appeal stage to
substantiate each reason for refusal with reference to the development plan and all other
material considerations. If the authority cannot do so it is at risk of a costs award being
made against it for unreasonable behaviour. The key test is whether evidence is
produced on appeal which provides a respectable basis for the authority’s stance in the
light of R v SSE ex parte North Norfolk DC 1994 2 PLR 78. If one reason is not properly
supported but substantial evidence has been produced in support of the others a partial
award may be made against the authority. Further advice can be found in the
Department of Communities and Local Government Circular 03/2009 and now Planning
Practice Guidance: Appeals paragraphs 027-064 inclusive.
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Agenda item number: 3

PLANNING COMMITTEE
7 SEPTEMBER 2022

PLANNING COMMITTEE
* Councillor Fiona White (Chairman)
* Councillor Colin Cross (Vice-Chairman)
* Councillor Jon Askew
* Councillor Christopher Barrass
Councillor David Bilbé
* Councillor Chris Blow
* Councillor Ruth Brothwell
* Councillor Angela Goodwin
* Councillor Angela Gunning

*
*
*
*
*

Councillor Liz Hogger
Councillor Marsha Moseley
Councillor Ramsey Nagaty
Councillor Maddy Redpath
Councillor Pauline Searle
Councillor Paul Spooner

*Present
PL1

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND NOTIFICATION OF SUBSTITUTE MEMBERS

An apology for absence was received from Councillor Paul Spooner and Councillor Graham Eyre
attended as his substitute. Councillor David Bilbé was not in attendance and no substitute was in
attendance on his behalf.
PL2

LOCAL CODE OF CONDUCT - DISCLOSABLE PECUNIARY INTERESTS

There were no declarations of interest.
PL3

MINUTES

The minutes of the Planning Committee held on 10 August 2022 were approved and signed by the
Chairman.
PL4

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Committee noted the procedure for determining planning applications.
PL5

21/P/02394 - LAND REAR OF CHICANE AND QUINTONS, OCKHAM ROAD NORTH, EAST
HORSLEY, KT24

Prior to consideration of the application, the following persons addressed the Committee in accordance
with Public Speaking Procedure Rules 3(b):
• Councillor Steve Punshon (East Horsley Parish Council) (to object);
• Mr Yendle Barwise (Environment and Sustainability Manager) (West Horsley Place Trust) (to
object) and;
• Mr Steven Brown (Agent Taylor Wimpey UK Ltd) (in support)
The Committee considered the above-mentioned reserved matters application pursuant to outline
planning application 19/P/01541 approved 3/12/2019, for the approval of appearance, landscaping,
layout and scale for residential development.
The Committee received a presentation from Planning Officer, Paul Ricketts. The Committee noted that
the principle of development had been established under the grant of outline planning permission
19/P/01541. It was also an allocated site within the Local Plan, Policy A38. The application site
1
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measured 5.73 hectares and was comprised of two fields, two residential properties, a watercourse and
ancient woodland which lay west of the railway embankment. The reserved matters for consideration
were appearance, landscaping, layout and scale. Access to the site had already been determined at
outline stage. The buildings were predominantly two storeys, some two and a half storey and three
storey apartment buildings. Densities were higher to the south-east and the lowest density in the
north-west corner. A meandering access drive with footpaths was set back from the road to reflect the
semi-rural setting. In the south-east section there were two blocks of flats and in the mid-southern
section was five self-custom build plots. To the west there were four one-bedroom bungalows and to
the north was a centrally planted area within the woodland. SuDs features were located to the east of
the site and running north to south was a trim trail observing the 50-metre buffer to ancient woodland.
Drainage and attenuation ponds were located to the west of Stratford Brook and were designed to form
landscape features to attenuate surface water flows before releasing to the wider drainage system at a
controlled rate. 160 allocated parking spaces had been provided, 3 office parking spaces, 34 garage
spaces and 10 visitor parking spaces which accorded with the adopted parking standards.
Block A provided affordable homes and had an attractive Arts and Crafts design of catslide roofs and
gable features. Block B was three storeys high with the ridgeline decreasing in height to provide two
and a half storeys. The two-storey development was a mix of brick and tile hanging, characteristic of
the Surrey vernacular. Plots 68-106 contained a building at 8.3 metres high and two storey terraced
plots at 78-81. Plots 39-42 show the covered open parking areas linking the dwellings. There was up to
99m² of B1a office floorspace. The proposed parameter plan had been complied with of a building 2-3
storeys in height.
In conclusion, it was the planning officer’s view that the principle of development had been established
under the outline planning permission and the approved Local Plan site allocation. The proposed layout
had been amended following discussions with Design South-East and officers propose that the layout
conforms with the outline parameter plans which would result in a well thought out layout providing
usable and accessible open space through the trim trail. The proposed scale of development and
densities were appropriate and in line with the approved parameter plans. The design of the scheme
would create a sense of place and identity and was appropriately in character in the context of the
village. The design also took satisfactory account of the amenity of future and surrounding occupiers.
The proposal complied with the adopted Local Plan and Neighbourhood Plan policies and the NPPF and
the application was therefore recommended for approval, subject to the conditions set out in the
agenda.
In response to comments made by the public speakers, the Interim Head of Planning, Dan Ledger
confirmed that it was a reserved matters application which must be read in conjunction with the outline
permission. The Committee cannot revisit outline measures as part of the reserved matters application.
The buffer zone siting had already been agreed. Reference had been made to the requirement for
additional fencing. Landscaping was already proposed to provide a natural barrier, however, if the
Committee wished to consider fencing this would be permissible as an additional condition.
The Committee discussed the application and noted support for the recommendation of deer fencing,
working in partnership with the West Horsley Place Trust to implement it. Concern was expressed
regarding biodiversity and the schemes likely impact on wildlife. The buildings were also higher than
that specified in the East Horsley Neighbourhood Plan as it stated that residential development should
be no more than two storeys high and there were seven buildings proposed at 2.5 metres. The design
of the buildings were also not in keeping with the established character of East Horsley.
The Committee noted concerns raised regarding flooding risk and that Policy A38 of the Local Plan
stated that there should be no increase in flood risk onsite. Was there also any potential to amend
condition 6 of the original application, approved in 2019, to encourage the developer to go further than
the minimum standards of achieving a 20% reduction in carbon emissions.
2
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The Committee queried whether there were disabled parking spaces for those living in dwellings that
had been built for wheelchair users. Clarification was also sought regarding if a PlayStation was similar
to a LEAP in providing play equipment to children.
The Committee noted comments that there was no justification for refusal of the reserved matters
application, given outline permission had already been granted. It was accepted that the proposal was
for a significant number of dwellings, and it would therefore be difficult to achieve a design that did not
look urban. However, the designs were considered to be attractive overall. The fact that some of the
buildings did not comply with the parameter plan in that approximately 10 of the proposed buildings
were only half a metre higher than that specified in the Neighbourhood Plan was not a sufficient reason
to refuse the application. There was also sufficient landscaping providing a good amount of green space
for residents as well as 40% affordable housing. No objections had been received from Surrey County
Council who were the statutory authority in relation to flooding nor from the Environment Agency. The
additional deer fencing proposed was also supported.
The Interim Head of Place, Dan Ledger clarified in relation to queries raised by the Committee that the
heights of the proposed buildings did accord with the parameter plans that were part of the outline
application. Biodiversity net gain was included in the conditions set out as part of the original outline
application.
Play station equipment was intended to provide exercise facilities along the trim trail. The outline
application included a contribution for an off-site play space as well as the play station equipment. The
fencing to be provided would also include hedgehog holes to allow movement of wildlife through them.
The energy conditions would have to meet the standards already set and what is required to be met. If
the scheme was changed in any way, then the building regulations would need to be complied with.
The landscaping scheme proposed had been incorporated and planning officers were happy with what
had been laid out. Lastly, parking spaces had to be fully accessible.
Concerns were also raised regarding the number of parking spaces provided and that it did not look
very attractive. The Interim Head of Planning confirmed that some tandem parking spaces had been
provided but were restricted to single dwellings. The amount of parking provided met the parking
standards and was always a balancing exercise with a scheme of this size.
The Committee noted concerns raised that regarding the run-off rates of the lake located in the field
which was higher up than the development proposed. The scheme also appeared out of character for
the village and an overdevelopment of the site. The entrance to the site was onto a very narrow road
which did not seem appropriately sized for approximately 200 cars. Despite the Council’s Climate
Change Emergency Declaration the scheme was still proposing to install gas-fired boilers. The bicycle
storage facilities were also not big enough for electric bikes. Concerns again were re-iterated regarding
the height of the buildings, the loss of wildlife and concern for three oaks located in the ancient
woodland.
The Committee noted final concerns raised that the East Horsley Neighbourhood Plan specified what
sort of housing was required and this scheme did not meet those requirements.
The Interim Head of Place, Dan Ledger stated that the proportion of smaller houses met the housing
mix requirements, and some bungalows were also introduced at outline stage. The fact that there were
some 5-bed dwellings did not mean that the scheme did not comply as the housing mix had to be
looked at as a whole. The Committee was advised not to refuse the application on this basis as it could
not be successfully defended against. Planning officers were also unable to prevent developers from
installing gas fired boilers unless national legislation changed to prohibit it. The access to and from the
site was discussed as part of the outline application and cannot be changed at this stage given it was
3
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approved. It was also confirmed that condition 9 required parking provision to be made for bicycles and
that ensuring the capacity was made for e-bikes would be taken into account when discharging those
conditions (7 and 8) via an informative (as detailed below).
A motion was moved and seconded to approve the application which was carried.

RECORDED VOTE LIST
COUNCILLOR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

FOR

Chris Blow
Ramsey Nagaty
Graham Eyre
Jon Askew
Liz Hogger
Pauline Searle
Chris Barrass
Angela Goodwin
Angela Gunning
Marsha Moseley
Ruth Brothwell
Maddy Redpath
Fiona White
Colin Cross

AGAINST

ABSTAIN

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
TOTALS

X
3

11

0

In conclusion, having taken account of the representations received in relation to this application, the
Committee
RESOLVED to approve application 21/P/02394 subject to the conditions and reasons as detailed in the
report as well as the following additional condition 11 agreed to ensure the implementation of deer
fencing:
11. Prior to any work above slab level, details of the deer fencing to the west
boundary adjoining the Ancient Woodland shall be submitted for approval in
writing to the Local Planning Authority. The approved details shall be installed in full
prior to occupation and maintained for the lifetime of the development.
Reason: To protect the Ancient Woodland habitat.
Informatives:
1.

In respect of conditions 7 and 8 the applicant is advised that details should include reference to
storage of electric bikes and ensure that the provision is sufficient to accommodate such
bicycles.

4
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PL6

22/P/00170 - BONINGTON'S, OAKWOOD CLOSE, EAST HORSLEY, LEATHERHEAD, KT24 6QG

The Committee considered the above-mentioned full application for first floor front extension to form
front gable, front porch, two storey side extension with front and rear gables, a single storey rear
extension and carport, following demolition of existing garage and conservatory.
The Committee received a presentation from Planning Officer, Jody Wu. The Committee noted that the
application site was comprised of a two-storey detached property with an outbuilding as a garage. It
was located within the settlement boundary of Horsley and was not within the Conservation Area nor
were there any heritage assets within or adjacent to the plot. The previously proposed carport was
removed, and the scheme has been amended to reflect neighbours’ concerns regarding that structure.
The Committee noted that the supplementary late sheets contained a summary of a letter received on
behalf of the objectors.
The Committee discussed the application and noted comments made that the letter submitted by the
objectors was important to note given there was concern regarding what further construction might
take place onsite. One recommendation was to add a condition so that permitted development rights
were removed.
The Interim Head of Planning confirmed that an additional condition requesting the removal of
permitted development rights would not be reasonable in this case. Planning permission would be
required for the construction of a car port which could not be undertaken via permitted development
rights.
A motion was moved and seconded to approve the application, which was carried.

RECORDED VOTE LIST
COUNCILLOR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

FOR

Graham Eyre
Pauline Searle
Liz Hogger
Ramsey Nagaty
Chris Blow
Ruth Brothwell
Colin Cross
Angela Gunning
Fiona White
Chris Barrass
Maddy Redpath
Jon Askew
Marsha Moseley
Angela Goodwin

AGAINST

ABSTAIN

X
X
X
X

TOTALS

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
13

0

1

In conclusion, having taken account of the representations received in relation to this application, the
Committee
RESOLVED to approve application 22/P/00170 subject to the conditions and reasons as detailed in the
report.
5
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PLANNING APPEAL DECISIONS

The Committee noted and discussed the planning appeal decisions.

The meeting finished at 8:15pm.

Signed

Date
Chairman

6
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PLANNING COMMITTEE INDEX
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Item
No.

Parish

Applicant

Location

App.No.

5.1

Seale

Laurel Bank Cottage, Seale Lane,
Seale, Farnham, GU10 1LD

21/P/01997 APPC

23.

5.2

Shere

King’s Court, Burrows Lane,
Gomshall, Shere

21/P/02588 APPC

33.

5.3

Seale

Laurel Bank Cottage, Seale Lane,
Seale, Farnham, GU10 1LD

22/P/00203 APPC

47.

5.4

Merrow

Mr B.Coyle,
Laurel Bank
Cottage
Harbridge
Engineering Ltd,
c/o Agent
Mr B.Coyle,
Laurel Bank
Cottage
Mr Harle, 1
Parklands Place

1 Parklands Place, Guildford, GU1
2PS

22/P/00423 APPC

57.

Total Applications for Committee

4
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21/P/01997 - Laurel Bank Cottage, Seale Lane, Seale, Farnham, GU10 1LD
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App No:
21/P/01997
Appn Type:
Full Application
Case Officer: Benjamin Marshall
Parish: Seale
Agent : Mr D. Saunders
DS Designs Ltd
5 Roebuck Close
Ashtead
Surrey
KT21 2DN

8 Wk Deadline: 23/09/2022
Ward:
The Pilgrims
Applicant: Mr B. Coyle
Laurel Bank Cottage
Seale Lane
Seale
Farnham
GU10 1LD

Location:
Laurel Bank Cottage, Seale Lane, Seale, Farnham, GU10 1LD
Proposal: Demolition of existing garage, proposed relocation of the front door with
porch, side extension and raising of roof to provide pitch roof all
round.
Executive Summary
Reason for referral
This application has been referred to the Planning Committee by Cllr Tony Rooth who feels that
the development may be out of keeing with the character of the area; be disproportionate to the
original building and may have a harmful effect on the AONB.
Key information
The application relates to the demolition of an existing garage, erection of a porch and side
extension and roof alterations.
The application relates to a residential plot of land containing a detached bungalow.
The surrounding area is semi-rural and the site falls within an AONB, AGLV and the Green Belt.
Summary of considerations and constraints
Owing to its significant floorspace uplift and three dimensional factors, the development would
represent a disproportionate addition over and above the original dwelling which is considered
inappropriate in the Green Belt. However, given the ability to extend the dwelling under permitted
development, this proposal would represent a more appropriate and considered design that
consolidated the built form in a single area, over what could be constructed under PD. Therefore,
in removing the permitted development rights for this dwelling, very special circumstances have
been identified given this proposals preferable design over what could be done under PD.
The case officer has visited the site and is satisfied that the scale of the extension is in keeping
with the size of the existing property and surrounding buildings.
The design of the extension would not detract from the character of either the existing property or
the surrounding area.
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No harmful impact from neighbouring amenity have been identified.
Although there would be an increase in built form, there is no principal objection to an increase size
of a residential dwelling in policy terms, and it is considered the development would not harm the
surrounding landscape or public views, given its limited visibility from the surrounding area and
appropriate scale. Therefore, no harmful impact to the AONB of AGLV have been identified.
RECOMMENDATION:
Approve - subject to the following condition(s) and reason(s) :1.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of three
years from the date of this permission.
Reason: To comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
as amended by Section 51(1) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act
2004.

2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
following approved plans: 21/0259 and 21/0258 received on 16/09/2021 and Location
Plan received on 06/09/2022.
Reason: To ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with the approved
plans and in the interests of proper planning.

3.

Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) Order 2015 (or any Order revoking or re-enacting or amending those
Orders with or without modification), no development within Part 1, Classes A, AA, B
and D shall be carried out on the dwellinghouse hereby permitted or within their
curtilage.
Reason: Having regard to the size of the dwellings approved, the local planning
authority wishes to retain control over any future extensions at the property, in
order to preserve the openness of the green belt.

Informatives:
1.
This statement is provided in accordance with Article 35(2) of the Town and Country
Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015. Guildford
Borough Council seek to take a positive and proactive approach to development
proposals. We work with applicants in a positive and proactive manner by:
•
•

Offering a pre application advice service
Where pre-application advice has been sought and that advice has been followed
we will advise applicants/agents of any further issues arising during the course of
the application
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•

Where possible officers will seek minor amendments to overcome issues identified
at an early stage in the application process

However, Guildford Borough Council will generally not engage in unnecessary
negotiation for fundamentally unacceptable proposals or where significant changes
to an application is required.
Pre-application advice was not sought prior to submission and minor alterations
were required to overcome concerns, these were sought and the applicant agreed to the
changes
2.

If you need any advice regarding Building Regulations please do not hesitate to contact
Guildford Borough Council Building Control on 01483 444545 or
buildingcontrol@guildford.gov.uk

Officer's Report
Site description.
The application relates to a residential plot of land containing a detached bungalow. The site is
located within the ward of Pilgrims and the surrounding area is semi-rural. The site falls within an
AONB, AGLV and the Green Belt.
Proposal.
Demolition of existing garage, proposed relocation of the front door with porch, side extension and
raising of roof to provide pitch roof all round.
Relevant planning history.
Reference:
22/P/00203

22/P/00100

21/P/01902

21/P/00608

Description:

Decision
Summary:
Retention of front boundary wall and Pending gates
after alterations, and retention of consideration wall
to the rear and west boundaries (retrospective
application)
Certificate of Lawfulness for an
Withdrawn
existing use to establish whether the retention of
the existing side boundary wall is lawful.
Retention of existing boundary wall to Withdrawn
side and part of rear elevation, retention
of front piers and wall facing highway.
(Retrospective)
Proposed relocation of the front door Withdrawn
with porch, side extension, raising the roof
to include 6 dormers and four rooflights
and changes to fenestration following
demolition of garage
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GU/R 4380

Conversion and extension of existing
Approved
offices to form a detached dwelling 27/05/1955

N/A

Consultations.
Statutory consultees
County Highway Authority - No objection - Comments were made in regards to the possibility of
highways land ownership showing within the red line boundary however a Land Registry plan
indicates otherwise.
Surrey Wildlife Trust - Notes that bats do not appear to be a constraint. Advises that the applicant
should be aware of the applying for bat mitigation licence once permission is granted.
Internal consultees
Head of Environmental Health and Licensing - No objection subject to condition relating to
contamination
Non-statutory consultees
Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Officer - Substantial increase in volume to the
dwelling, suggests a shallower slate roof.
Parish Council
Seale & Sands Parish Council - objects for the following reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outstanding issue of excavation
Encroachment and subsidence
Gates and wall high with out of keeping materials [Officer note - The gates and walls do not
form a part of this application is being determined under application 22/P/00203]
Materials should be in keeping with the existing dwelling
CIL declaration incorrect [Officer note - Guildford does not have CIL]
Ensure floor area increase is within allowable limits
Requests condition requiring the mobile home be removed within 1 month of the premises
being inhabited

Third party comments:
2 letters of representation have been received raising the following objections and concerns:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incorrect Red Line Boundary [Officer Note - This plan has been updated in line with Land
Registry plans]
Office building not in correct position
extension materially larger and against green belt policy
Significant increase in ridge height
dormer window may overlook [Officer Note - Amended plans have been submitted excluding
the dormer windows]
Trees already felled [Officer Note - Any works to unprotected trees prior to an application does
not form part of the consideration]
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•
•
•

Red line includes development on west and south boundaries - [Officer Note - This plan has
been updated in line with Land Registry plans]
Previous excavations occurred into the neighbouring land [Officer Note - These excavations
do not form part of this application]
Safety issues with the proposed retaining wall [Officer Note - The boundary wall does not form
part of this application]

Planning policies.

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2021:
1. Introduction
2. Achieving sustainable development
4. Decision-making
12. Achieving well-designed places
13. Protecting Green Belt land
16. Conserving and enhancing the historic environment
Guildford Borough Local Plan: Strategy and Sites (LPSS) 2015-2034
The Guilford borough Local Plan: strategy and sites was adopted by Council on 25 April 2019.
The Plan carries full weight as part of the Council’s Development Plan. The Local Plan 2003
policies that are not superseded are retained and continue to form part of the development plan
(see Appendix 8 of the Local Plan: strategy and sites for superseded Local Plan 2003 policies).
D1
D2
D3
P1
P2

Place shaping
Climate Change, Sustainable design, construction and energy
Historic Environment
Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and Area of Great Landscape Value
Green Belt

Guildford Borough Local Plan 2003 (as saved by CLG Direction 24 September 2007):
G1(3)
G5

General Standards of Development
Design Code

Supplementary planning documents:
Residential Extensions and Alterations SPD 2018
Planning considerations.
The main planning considerations in this case are:
•
•
•
•

the principle of development and the impact on the Green Belt
the impact on the scale and character of the existing site
the impact on neighbouring amenity
the impact on the AONB and AGLV

The principle of development and the impact on the Green Belt
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The site is located within the Green Belt. The NPPF identifies that new buildings will be deemed
inappropriate unless for specific purposes as set out in paragraph 149. Extensions to buildings
are referred to, provided they would not result in a disproportionate enlargement to the original
building. The test of whether there would be a disproportionate enlargement is not an openness
test nor does it relate to the visual impact of the development. Neither is it a relative assessment
to the size of other buildings in the surrounding area. Instead it requires a quantitative
assessment, factors can include the floorspace uplift and three dimensional factors such as
footprint, increases in height, width, depth and building shape.
Policy P2 of the adopted Local Plan confirms that Green Belt policy will be applied in line with the
NPPF.
The original dwelling is defined within the Local Plan: Strategy and Sites 2015-2034 as either the
building as it existed on 1 July 1948; or if no building existed on 1 July 1948, then the first building
as it was originally built after this date. The original dwelling in this instance was approved as part
of a conversion of an office building, approved in 1955, the plans for this application are
unscalable however identical features represented on the existing dwelling indicate that the
building is the same as originally converted which therefore allows for an approximate original
external floor area calculation. It is noted that the garage is linked to the dwelling by means of a
covered way, owing to it's demolition as part of this application it's footprint will be included within
the existing floor area calculations.
The approximate calculations in the case are as follow:
Original external floor area: 62.8 square metres
Existing external floor area [including linked garage]: 130.9 square metres (119.3% uplift)
Resultant external floor area: 164.3 square metres (161.6% uplift)
Calculations taken from the submitted plans indicate that the original floor area was 62.8 square
metres. There have been previous extensions undertaken on the property which have resulted in
68.1 square metres in additional floor area. The proposed extension would add approximately a
further 33.4 metres of external floor area to the dwelling, resulting in a property that would have a
161.6% larger external floor area than the original dwelling. This is considered to be a significant
increase in floor area and is a clear indicator that the proposed development together with the
previous extensions would represent a disproportionate addition over and above the size of the
original dwelling.
It is also necessary to consider the three-dimensional increase of the dwelling. In this case, the
proposed extension would further increase the footprint, mass, bulk and volume of the dwelling
extensively. The proposal together with the previous extensions therefore results in an
unacceptable uplift in floor area which, when combined with the increase in additional mass, bulk
and volume, would represent a disproportionate addition over and above the size of the original
dwelling. The proposed extension would exceed the roof height and whilst in keeping with the
shape of the dwelling, this increase in bulk and volume is significant enough to be considered
inappropriate within the Green Belt.
Therefore, the proposed development together with the previous additions would result in an
inappropriate development in the Green Belt, which is unacceptable in principle and harmful, by
definition, to the Green Belt.
Is there a case for very special circumstances?
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Paragraph 148 of the NPPF states that 'very special circumstances will not exist unless the
potential harm to the Green Belt by reason of inappropriateness, and any other harm resulting
from the proposal, is clearly outweighed by other considerations'.
The current proposal has been reduced in scale significantly from the previous application. Whilst
still a considerable increase in size it does not include any first floor accommodation and the built
form is retained within a single square built form.
From an investigation into the site's history it appears that the dwelling benefits from full permitted
development rights. As aforementioned there is a large section to the rear and side of the
dwelling which formed part of the original dwelling, it is reasonable to therefore consider that
development could possibly occur under classes A, AA, B and D. The existing dwelling whilst
extensively developed could be extended further over the additional floor area this application
would provide. As well as this under permitted development there would be limited control on the
design of the extensions and their impact on the green belt. Given that the current proposals
introduce a restrained development form in a single area with limited roof space it is considered to
represent a more preferable option than unrestrained permitted development. The application
would not normally be considered acceptable however the removal of permitted development
rights would represent a very special circumstances which would clearly outweigh the harm by
reason of inappropriateness to the green belt.
The proposal therefore would comply with policy P2 of the Local Plan and para 147 and 148 of
the NPPF 2021.
Impact on scale and character of the existing dwelling and surrounding area
The case officer has visited the site and is satisfied that the scale of the extension is in keeping
with the size of the existing property and surrounding buildings.
The design of the extension would not detract from the character of either the existing property or
the surrounding area.
As such, the proposed development would comply with policy D1 of the Guildford Borough Local
Plan: Strategy and Sites 2015-2034, policy G5 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan 2003 (as
saved by CLG Direction 24/09/2007), Residential Extensions and Alterations SPD 2018 and the
NPPF 2021.
Impact on neighbour amenity
Given the significant separation distances between the development and any neighbouring
dwellings it is not considered that the proposed works would have an impact on neighbouring
amenities. The application therefore complies with policy G1(3) of the saved local plan 2003.
The impact on the AONB and AGLV
The comments raised by the AONB officer are noted, however, in policy terms there is no in
principal objection to an increase in size to a residential dwelling either in policy P1 of the adopted
local plan or in the policies of the AONB Management Plan.
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The site itself is located off Seale Lane, the frontage is well screened and the development would
not be particularly visible from the road. The surrounding properties contain a number of two
storey buildings also, therefore whilst concern about raising the roof is understandable this is not
out of keeping with other nearby buildings and in this location it does not detract from the scenic
qualities of the area.
Overall despite the increase in size the development would not harm the surrounding landscape
and has little effect on public views. Furthermore, the overall size would not detract from the scale
of surrounding buildings. Therefore, the proposal accords with the aims of the Surrey Hills
Management Plan and Policy P1 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan.
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21/P/02588 - Kings Court, Burrows Lane, Gomshall, Shere
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App No:
21/P/02588
Appn Type:
Full Application
Case Officer: Sakina Khanbhai
Parish: Shere
Agent : Mr M. Smith
D&M Planning Ltd
1A High Street
Godalming
GU7 1AZ
Location:
Proposal:

8 Wk Deadline: 07/02/2022
Ward:
Tillingbourne
Applicant: Harbridge Engineering Ltd
c/o Agent
.

Kings Court, Burrows Lane, Gomshall, Shere
Variation of condition 5 re application 06/P/00548 : The use hereby
permitted shall not operate other than between the hours of 7:30am8pm Mondays to Fridays (inclusive) and 8am-5pm Saturdays, and
9am - 5pm on Sundays and Bank or National
Holidays. Deliveries in association with the permitted office and
live/work use shall not operate other than between the hours of
8am-5.30pm Mondays to Fridays and 8am-5pm Saturdays and 9am
- 5pm on Sundays and Bank or National Holidays.

Executive Summary
Reason for referral
This application has been referred to the Planning Committee because more than 20 letters of
objection have been received, contrary to the Officer's recommendation.
Key information
The proposal seeks the variation to Condition 5 of planning permission 06/P/00548.
Condition 5 of 06/P/00548 states:
'The use hereby permitted shall not operate other than between the hours of 8am-5.30pm
Mondays to Fridays (inclusive) and 9am-4.30pm Saturdays, and shall not operate at all on
Sundays or Bank or National Holidays.
Reason: To safeguard the residential amenities of neighbouring properties. In accordance with
the following policy number: G1(3) of the Guildford Borough Local Plan 2003.'
The proposed revised wording for Condition 5 is as follows:
'The use hereby permitted shall not operate other than between the hours of 7:30am-8pm
Mondays to Fridays (inclusive) and 8am-5pm Saturdays, and 9am - 5pm on Sundays and Bank or
National Holidays. Deliveries in association with the permitted office and live/work use shall not
operate other than between the hours of 8am-5.30pm Mondays to Fridays and 8am-5pm
Saturdays and 9am - 5pm on Sundays and Bank or National Holidays'.
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Summary of considerations and constraints
In considering this application, it is important to note that a previous variation to Condition 5
(hours of work) of 06/P/00548 was allowed at appeal under reference 19/P/01282 PINS ref
APP/Y3615/W/19/3243825 in June 2020. Condition 5 of 06/P/00458 was varied under the appeal
decision as follows:
'The use hereby permitted shall not operate other than between the hours of 0730 - 1900 on
Mondays through to Fridays and 0900 - 1630 on Saturdays and shall not operate at all on
Sundays or Bank or National Holidays. Deliveries in association with the permitted office and
live/work use shall not take place other than between the hours of 0800 - 1800 on Mondays
through to Fridays and 0900 - 1630 on Saturdays and shall not take place at all on Sundays or
Bank or National Holidays.'
It is also acknowledged that some of the individual units on the site have received planning
permission for extended hours under various applications.
As a starting point in assessing the current application, the key considerations are the material
differences between the hours of work allowed at appeal under 19/P/01282 and the proposed
revised wording for Condition 5 of 06/P/00458.
The proposed variation of Condition 5 06/P/00458, to extend the hours of use for all new buildings
on the site would result in a small increase in hours Mondays to Saturdays but with significantly
extended hours on Sundays and Bank holidays open from 9am-5pm. Delivery hours would be
reduced Mondays to Fridays and extended on Saturday and 9am - 5pm on Sundays and Bank or
National Holidays.
When compared to the hours of work allowed at appeal, the proposal would slightly extend the
hours of activity Monday through to Saturday. Although it is acknowledged that this would allow
for additional activity at the site, the extent would not be considered to result in a significant
increase in the overall number of vehicle movements to and from the site or intensity of the use.
Furthermore, it would not increase working into sensitive hours such at late at night or every early
morning times. Therefore, overall there is no objection to this change.
However, the proposal to extend hours to Sundays, Bank or National Holidays would result in a
significant increase in activity on Sundays and Bank/National holidays. There has only been one
exception to allow working on Sunday and Bank Holidays on the site in respect of one unit which
sought this for religious reasons. Furthermore, the remainder of that permission imposed several
restrictions to limit the intensity of the use to protect neighbouring amenity. As this permission
would allow a change to the working hours over the whole site it is difficult to envisage how
similar restrictions could be used whilst still making operating practical.
It is therefore concluded that the principle of extending working hours Monday to Saturday is
acceptable but with no extended hours on Sundays and Bank or National Holidays. It is
concluded that there would be no impact on the openness of the Green Belt and the wider
landscape character of the AONB/AGLV. The application is therefore recommended for approval,
subject to the revised conditions and the relevant conditions from the 2006 permission being
reapplied.
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RECOMMENDATION:
Approve - subject to the following condition(s) and reason(s) :1.

The development shall be carried out in accordance with the external materials
details approved under Condition 2 of planning permission 06/P/00548. No
external materials shall be used other than those approved.
Reason:

2.

The approved details of all boundary treatments and soft landscaping (as
approved under Condition 3 of planning permission 06/P/00548) shall be
implemented prior to the first occupation of the development or phased as agreed
in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved scheme shall be
maintained in perpetuity.
Reason:
locality.

3.

To safeguard the visual amenities of neighbouring properties and the

No external lighting shall be installed on the site or affixed to any buildings on the
site.
Reason:

4.

To ensure that the external appearance of the building is satisfactory.

In the interests of visual amenity and neighbouring residents.

No processes shall be carried on or machinery installed or used which are not
such as could be carried on, installed or used in any residential area without
detriment to the amenity of that area by reason of noise, vibration, smell, fumes,
smoke, soot, ash, dust or grit.
Reason:
To safeguard the adjoining premises and the area generally from
noise and disturbance

5.

The use hereby permitted shall not operate other than between the hours of
7:30am-8pm Mondays to Fridays (inclusive) and 8am-5pm Saturdays, and shall
not operate at all on Sundays or Bank or National Holidays. Deliveries in
association with the permitted office and live/work use shall not operate other than
between the hours of 8am-5.30pm Mondays to Fridays and 8am-5pm on
Saturdays and shall not operate at all on Sundays or Bank or National Holidays.
Reason:

6.

To safeguard the residential amenities of neighbouring properties.

Works related to the construction of the development hereby permitted, including
works of demolition or preparation prior to building operations, shall not take place
other than between the hours of 8 am and 6 pm Monday to Friday and 8 am to
1.30 pm Saturdays and at no time on Sundays or Bank or National Holidays.
Reason: To protect the neighbours from noise and disturbance outside the permitted
hours during the construction period.
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7.

Precautions shall be taken for the duration of the construction period to prevent
the deposit of mud and similar debris (including blown litter) on the adjacent public
highways, in accordance with details to be submitted to an approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority prior to the commencement of development.
Reason:

8.

In the interests of highway safety and convenience.

The development shall be carried out in accordance with the slab level details
agreed under Condition 8 of Planning Permission 06/P/00548. The constructed
development shall not vary from the approved levels.
Reason: In order to ensure a satisfactory form of development.

9.

No materials, containers or equipment shall be stored on the site outside buildings
except for waste materials contained within suitable and sufficient waste
containers for removal.
Reason:

10.

In the interests of visual amenity.

The proposed modified access to Burrows Lane shall be constructed and provided
with visibility zones in accordance with the approved plans all to be permanently
maintained to a specification to be agreed with the Local Planning Authority and
the visibility zones shall be kept permanently clear of any obstruction over 0.5m in
height above the carriageway of Burrows Lane.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety.

11.

No new development shall be occupied until space has been laid out within the
site in accordance with the approved plans for cars to be parked (and for loading
and unloading of number vehicles and for vehicles to turn so that they may enter
and leave the site in forward gear). The parking and turning shall be maintained
exclusively for its designated use.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety.

12.

The non-residential floor area associated with the live work unit (block 2) shall only
be used for Class B1 and shall at all times remain as such, and not be used for
habitable residential purposes.
Reasons: In granting permission for a live work unit the Local planning authority has
had regard to the special circumstances of this case and wishes to have the
opportunity of exercising control over any subsequent alternative use.

13.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
following approved plans:
LM001/21 Rev P4, 01/34 Rev P5, 01/35 Rev P6, 01/44 Rev P8, 01/45 Rev P7,
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01/20 Rev P2, 01/31 Rev P5, 01/32 Rev P6, 01/41 Rev P5 received 22 July 2019
and amended plan LM001/42 Rev P9 received 14 October 2019 under
application 19/P/01282.
Reason: To ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with the approved
plans and in the interests of proper planning.

Informatives:
1.
This statement is provided in accordance with Article 35(2) of the Town and Country
Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015. Guildford
Borough Council seek to take a positive and proactive approach to development
proposals. We work with applicants in a positive and proactive manner by:
•
•
•

Offering a pre application advice service
Where pre-application advice has been sought and that advice has been followed
we will advise applicants/agents of any further issues arising during the course of
the application
Where possible officers will seek minor amendments to overcome issues
identified at an early stage in the application process

However, Guildford Borough Council will generally not engage in unnecessary
negotiation for fundamentally unacceptable proposals or where significant changes
to an application is required.
In this case, pre-application advice was not sought prior to submission and the application
was acceptable as submitted.
2.

The Council has imposed a restrictive condition on the hours of use and delivery hours
for the whole site. This condition restricts any use/operation or working associated.
Should the Applicant have a different interpretation of Condition 5 it is advised a
certificate of lawful development should be submitted to the Council.

Officer's Report
Site description.
The application site is located on the western side of Burrows Lane, to the south of Gomshall. It is
located within the Green Belt (outside of a settlement area) and also within the Surrey Hills Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) and Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV). The site is
currently being redeveloped as office (B1 use) units. Construction of the new buildings (originally
granted planning permission under 06/P/00548) is currently nearing completion on site. The site
itself is roughly rectangular in shape and is 0.3 hectares in size. The site is elevated above
Burrows Lane by approximately one metre, but is itself relatively flat. The site is accessed via an
existing access drive which serves Kings Yard and several neighbouring dwellings on the western
side of Burrows Lane.
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The surrounding area is predominantly rural in character. There are residential dwellings
neighbouring the site to all sides of the site and on the opposite side of Burrows Lane.
Proposal.
Variation of condition 5 re application 06/P/00548 : The use hereby permitted shall not operate
other than between the hours of 7:30am-8pm Mondays to Fridays (inclusive) and 8am-5pm
Saturdays, and 9am - 5pm on Sundays and Bank or National Holidays. Deliveries in association
with the permitted office and live/work use shall not operate other than between the hours of
8am-5.30pm Mondays to Fridays and 8am-5pm Saturdays and 9am - 5pm on Sundays and Bank
or National Holidays.
Relevant planning history.
Reference: Description:
21/P/02590 Change of use of part of building (Use
Class E) to two residential units (C3),
minor fenestration changes and
associated external alterations.
21/P/02589 Change of use of part of building (Use
Class E) to two residential units (C3)
including minor fenestration changes
and associated external alterations.
20/P/00309 Variation of condition 3 and 16 of
application 06/P/00548 approved
25/04/06 to improve landscaping and
alter window treatments, including
insertion of 6 rooflights to Unit 3.
(Amended description 30 April 2020).

Decision
Summary:
Pending

N/A

Pending

N/A

Approve
22/05/2020

N/A

19/P/02011 Change of use of land from agricultural Refuse

Appeal:

N/A

to ancillary car parking, laying of
16/01/2020
hardstanding to provide 21 car parking
spaces and landscape improvement works.
19/P/01282 Variation of condition 5 (hours of work) Approve of
planning permission 06/P/00548
05/12/2019
approved on 25/04/2006, to ensure that
the hours of work refer to the whole site
and not to one specific unit, and condition
16 (approved plans) to allow the
installation of dormer windows on Block
2, Block 3 and Block 4 (amended plan
received 14 October 2019).
19/P/01223 Change of use of land from agricultural Refuse to
ancillary car parking, laying of 05/09/2019
hardstanding to provide 20 car parking
spaces and landscape improvement works.
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19/N/00073 Non-material amendment to planning
Approve
permission 06/P/00548, approved
18/07/2019
25/04/2006, to allow the inclusion of the
plan numbers on the decision notice.

N/A

19/N/00034 Non material amendment to application Approve
06/P/00548, approved on 25/04/06.
09/05/2019
19/N/00022 Non-material amendment for Approve application number
06/P/00548 15/04/2019
18/N/00131 Non material amendment re:
Refuse 05/P/1686,
06/P/0548 and 17/P/01055 03/01/2019
18/P/01775 Variation of condition 5 of 06/P/00548, Approve approved
25/04/2006, to change the
08/11/2018
approved opening hours of the live/work
unit (Block 2).
17/P/02602 Proposed two pairs of semi-detached Refuse two
storey dwellings and two terraces
06/03/2018
of five two storey dwellings with
associated car parking and
landscaping following demolition of
existing commercial B1 and B2
industrial units (scheme 3) (14 units).
17/P/02599 Erection of 6 detached dwellings
Refuse together
with associated car parking
26/04/2018
and landscaping following demolition of
existing commercial and storage
buildings.
17/P/02600 Erection of 9 dwellings together with
Refuse
associated car parking and
14/02/2018
landscaping following demolition of existing
commercial and storage buildings (scheme 2).

N/A

17/P/01055 Certificate of lawfulness for an existing Approve use
or operation to establish that 30/08/2017
operational development in the form of the
digging and laying of concrete foundations
in respect of planning
application 06/P000548, approved
25/04/2006, has been lawfully commenced
for the purposes of section
55(1) and (c) and section 56(1)(a), (2)
and (4)(b) of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 (as amended).
06/P/00548 Relaxation of conditions 05 & 15 of
Approve
05/P/1686 to allow Blocks 1,3 & 4 and 26/04/2006
the non residential floor area associated
with the live work unit
(Block 2) to be used as Class B1.

N/A
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05/P/01686 Erection of three detached two storey
Approve
office blocks and one single storey
14/12/2005
office block comprising B1 and B2
industrial units and 1 work / live unit with
associated parking and landscaping
following demolition of all existing
buildings on site. (Amended plans
received 20/09/2005 to show revised
sight lines and received 16/11/05
showing revised elevations)

N/A

Consultations.
County Highways Authority: The CHA considers that the proposed variation of condition relating
to the extension of operating hours at the site will not have a material impact on highways safety.
Shere Parish Council
• Objects to the application
Third party comments:
28 letters of representation have been received raising the following objections and concerns:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

increase in noise and traffic would mean no quiet days for local residents
light pollution to neighbouring residents
increase in parking issues
the existing shed does not have B8 usage (Officer note: this comment does not relate to the
current application)
the site already breaks current working hours restrictions
impact on privacy
adverse impact on AONB, Green Belt and protected species
noise disturbance and loss of amenity to neighbours
the hours are inappropriate in the middle of this residential area
trees and bushes have been removed along the border

15 letters of support have been received raising the following comments:
•
•
•
•

there would be no noise and disturbance to neighbouring residents. The extended hours
would be beneficial to flexible work patterns.
strong benefit from small businesses to the economy
there is no public footfall from some offices so only employees arriving and leaving the site.
no Sunday operating hours disadvantages businesses

Planning policies.
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF):
Chapter 6. Building a strong and competitive economy
Chapter 8. Promoting healthy and safe communities
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Local Plan
The Guildford Borough Local Plan: Strategy and Sites was adopted by Council on 25 April 2019.
The Plan carries full weight as part of the Council’s Development Plan. The Local Plan 2003
policies that are not superseded are retained and continue to form part of the Development Plan
(see Appendix 8 of the Local Plan: strategy and sites for superseded Local Plan 2003 policies).
Relevant policies:
Policy P1: Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and Area of Landscape Value
Policy P2: Green Belt Policy
E5: Rural economy
Policy D1: Place shaping
Policy ID3: Sustainable transport for new developments
Guildford Borough Local Plan 2003 (as saved by CLG Direction 24 September 2007):
G1
General Standards of Development
G5
Design Code
Surrey Hills AONB Management Plan 2014-2019
Policies LU1, LU2 and LU3
Supplementary planning documents:
Vehicle Parking Standards 2006 SPD
Surrey County Council Vehicular and Cycle Parking Guidance (2018)
Background
Planning permission was originally granted for the redevelopment of the Kings Yard site with new
buildings for light industrial use in 2005 (05/P/01686). This permission was varied in 2006
(06/P/00548) to allow the buildings to be used for any purpose within B1 use class (offices / light
industrial). The implementation of the 2006 permission was confirmed under a Certificate of
Lawfulness application in 2017 (17/P/01055).
Condition 5 of 06/P/00548 originally stated:
'The use hereby permitted shall not operate other than between the hours of 8am-5.30pm
Mondays to Fridays (inclusive) and 9am-4.30pm Saturdays, and shall not operate at all on
Sundays or Bank or National Holidays.
Reason: To safeguard the residential amenities of neighbouring properties. In accordance with
the following policy number: G1(3) of the Guildford Borough Local Plan 2003.'
Planning considerations
This application is submitted under Section 73 of the Town and Country Planning Act (as
amended). The provisions of Section 73 relate to the variation or removal of planning conditions
attached to a grant of planning permission. The intention is that such matters would represent a
minor material change to the original grant of planning permission.
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The application must be determined on the basis of the effect of varying the specified conditions.
No other matters can be taken into account for example the principle of the original permission
cannot be re-visited. Additionally it is not appropriate to dismiss a proposal simply on the grounds
that conditions were originally proposed and therefore by default should be retained. The local
planning authority must consider whether any planning harm would result from the variation.
Section 73, gives two options when considering such applications:
•
if they decide that planning permission should be granted subject to conditions differing
from those subject to which the previous permission was granted, or that it should be granted
unconditionally, they shall grant planning permission accordingly, and
•
if they decide that planning permission should be granted subject to the same conditions
as those subject to which the previous permission was granted, they shall refuse the application.
Under Section 73(a) officers should not limit themselves to assessing just the specific variation or
removal suggested by the applicant. If an alternative change to the conditions would be
acceptable then permission should be granted to that effect.
Part of the assessment under Section 73(b) should also be whether this would cause more than a
minor material change to the original permission. In such cases permission should also be
refused.
In this instance the application suggests the variation of condition(s) 5 of planning permission
06/P/00548 as detailed above. The reason for imposing this condition on the original permission
was in order to safeguard the amenities of neighbouring residents. This is therefore the main
consideration for this S73 application which will be assessed in detail below.
Highways/Parking considerations
It is noted that the site is located in a rural location and as such the requirements for on site
parking are likely to be higher compared to those for businesses within urban areas. This
application proposes an increase in the hours of use of the buildings from those agreed under the
2006 permission. Concern has been raised that this will also result in an increase in the parking
requirements and vehicle movements to and from the site. However, it is considered that as the
proposal does not include any additional floor space of the buildings, and the overall number of
vehicle movements will not significantly increase compared to those that would result from the
development already approved. Furthermore, the proposed slight increase in the hours of use
would allow greater flexibility in working patterns which will potentially lead to reduction in the
number of traffic movements at peak times. Surrey County Council Highways Authority raise no
objection to the proposal and note that the extension of operating hours at the site would not have
a material impact on highways safety.
It is therefore concluded that the revisions proposed to the approved scheme would comply with
Policy ID3 of the 2019 Local Plan.
Impact on neighbouring amenity
As noted above, the site is in a rural location, within close proximity to residential dwellings.
Following the changes within the Use Class Order from April 2021, B1(office) and light industrial
uses fall under Class E which identifies a number of mixed uses which are deemed compatible
uses within residential areas. This application proposes to increase the hours of use for the
buildings from 08:00 to 17:30 (Monday to Fridays) to 07:30 to 8pm (Mondays to Fridays)
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Saturdays 8am-5pm and 9am - 5pm on Sundays and Bank or National Holidays. Deliveries in
association with the permitted office and live/work use between the hours of 8am-5.30pm
Mondays to Fridays and 8am-5pm Saturdays and 9am - 5pm on Sundays and Bank or National
Holidays.
It is not considered unreasonable to increase the hours which relate to weekdays only, given the
small increase in hours the proposal is not expected to result in unacceptable levels of noise and
disturbance to neighbouring properties. Whilst, the increased hours will spread these movements
out slightly more across the day, it is likely to result in more flexible working patterns. The hours
of deliveries during the week has also been reduced with a small increase by 1.5hours on
Saturdays.
However, introducing working hours across the whole site on Sundays and Bank/National
Holidays has the potential to adversely affect neighbouring residents in terms of noise and
disturbance associated with the arrival and departure of vehicles and deliveries. Combined with
the greater flexibility of the use of the units beyond just B1 office use following the changes within
the Use Class Order April 2021 the relaxation of the hours of work to include Sundays and Bank
or National holidays could result in significant harm to neighbouring residents.
The applicant has provided some information regarding the need for the hours to attract a cycle
repair business which is something that would be complementary to the surrounding area which
sees a significant volume of recreational cycling. However, it is difficult to see how such a
business would operate whilst also limiting the impact on neighbouring occupiers. It is likely that
this activity would generate significant movement to and from the site, although some of this may
not be via a motor vehicle. Nevertheless, such an activity on a site where operations are very
limited on Sundays and Bank Holidays would unavoidably have an impact on the amenity of the
nearby occupiers.
It is recognised that the relaxation of hours would bring an economic benefit by allowing greater
use of the site and this does offer some benefit in planning terms. However, this is moderate
weight in the overall balance and does not outweigh the considerable harm applied to the
potential impact on amenity.
As discussed above, it is not considered that the increase in the hours of use from Monday to
Saturday will result in a significant increase in the overall number of vehicle movements to and
from the site. Whilst, the increased hours will spread these movements out slightly more across
the day, it is likely to result in more flexible working patterns rather than employees all arriving
and departing at the same time. A restriction on the hours for deliveries has also been included
but with no deliveries on Sundays and Bank or national holidays.
Impact on the Green Belt
The proposed variation of Condition 5 of 06/P/00548 to extend the hours of use for all of the new
buildings will result in a relatively small increase in the hours of use Monday to Saturdays
compared to those previously agreed. Whilst the proposal would slightly extend the hours of
activity on the site, it not considered that the proposal to extend the hours of use will result in a
significant increase in the overall number of vehicle movements to and from the site or the
intensity of the use and will therefore not have a detrimental impact on the openness of the Green
Belt in this regard.
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Impact on the AONB / AGLV
The site is within a rural location within the AONB and AGLV countryside.
As noted above, the proposal will result in a relatively small increase in the hours of use Monday
to Sunday compared to the previous permission to extend the hours for the site and therefore it is
not considered that there would be any detrimental impact on the AONB and AGLV.
The conditions attached to the 2006 permission, including a condition to restrict external lighting,
would be reapplied.
It is therefore concluded that the revisions proposed by this S73 application would not have a
detrimental impact on the wider landscape character of the surrounding AONB and AGLV.
Conclusion
Given the above factors it is considered acceptable to vary the working hours condition as set out.
The relevant conditions from the 2006 permission 06/P/00548 will be reapplied. It is also noted
that the applicant has requested clarification over the scope of the restriction in working hours.
Whist this is not the purpose of a planning application an informative is attached. Should the
applicant disagree with this it would be open to them to submit an application for a certificate of
lawful use.
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22/P/00203 - Laurel Bank Cottage, Seale Lane, Seale, Farnham, GU10 1LD
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App No:
22/P/00203
Appn Type:
Full Application
Case Officer: Benjamin Marshall
Parish: Seale
Agent : Mr. Darryl Saunders
DS Designs Ltd
5 Roebuck Close
Ashted
KT21 2DN

Location:
Proposal:

8 Wk Deadline: 23/09/2022
Ward:
The Pilgrims
Applicant: Mr. Barney Coyle
Laurel Bank Cottage
Seale Lane
Seale
Surrey
GU10 1LD

Laurel Bank Cottage, Seale Lane, Seale, Farnham, GU10 1LD
Retention of front boundary wall and gates after alterations, and
retention of wall to the rear and west boundaries (retrospective
application).

Executive Summary
Reason for referral
This application has been referred to the Planning Committee by Cllr Tony Rooth who feels that
the development may be out of character with the surrounding area.
Key information
The application relates to the retention of boundary walls and gates surrounding Laurel Bank
Cottage.
The application relates to an elongated residential plot of land containing a detached single-storey
dwellinghouse.
The surrounding area is semi-rural and the site falls within an AONB, AGLV and the Green Belt.
The application is retrospective.
Summary of considerations and constraints
In the absence of any evidence to show the applicant intentionally sought to breach planning
legislation, the fact the application is retrospective is only considered to weigh against giving
planning permission to a limited degree.
No impact on the openness of the Green Belt has been identified given the means of enclosure
has replaced previous fencing, in the same location and is similar in height. It is noted some
increase in built form in the erected piers, however, this is minimal when considering what was
previously in place and so is not considered to be materially larger.
A part of the wall to the rear does increase in height up to 4.8m, however, given its purpose as a
retaining wall, this is reasonably to be considered as an engineering operation and would
preserve the openness of the Green Belt.
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The design and scale of the wall is not considered to be out of keeping with the plot and
residential dwelling.
Owing to the position and colour of the wall, it appears visible from the streetscene, however,
there are several further uses of a similar light colour boundary treatment within the streetscene.
Whilst the colour of the wall is not preferable, a condition would be secured, if approved, for a
planting scheme to be sited at the front of the wall and as such, minimising the prominence of the
colour.
No neighbouring amenity concerns have been identified.
No resulting harm has been identified to the AONB or AGLV, and as such the AONB officer has
raised no concerns
No concerns have been raised regarding the impact of the wall or potential planning scheme on
the highway and site lines for users
RECOMMENDATION:
Approve - subject to the following condition(s) and reason(s) :1.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
following approved plans: 21/0036 REV B received on 20/07/2022.
Reason: To ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with the
approved plans and in the interests of proper planning.

2.

The planting scheme, comprising 'mature laurel evergreens', 'mature hawthorns'
and the low level box hedge, represented in drawing: 21/0036/C dated
02/09/2022, is required to be provided within 3 months of this approval and
thereafter be retained in accordance with the approved drawings. If any of the
planting dies within the first 5 years following the date of this permission, it
should be replaced for an identical species, unless permission is granted by the
local authority for a different species of planting.
Reason: To protect and retain the visual subservience of the boundary treatment
within the rural setting.

Informatives:
1.
This statement is provided in accordance with Article 35(2) of the Town and Country
Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015. Guildford
Borough Council seek to take a positive and proactive approach to development
proposals. We work with applicants in a positive and proactive manner by:
•
•

Offering a pre application advice service
Where pre-application advice has been sought and that advice has been
followed we will advise applicants/agents of any further issues arising during the
course of the application
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•

Where possible officers will seek minor amendments to overcome issues
identified at an early stage in the application process

However, Guildford Borough Council will generally not engage in unnecessary
negotiation for fundamentally unacceptable proposals or where significant changes
to an application is required.
Pre-application advice was not sought prior to submission and minor alterations
were required to overcome concerns, these were sought and the applicant agreed to
the changes.
2.

If you need any advice regarding Building Regulations please do not hesitate to
contact Guildford Borough Council Building Control on 01483 444545 or
buildingcontrol@guildford.gov.uk

Officer's Report
Site description.
The application relates to an elongated residential plot of land containing a detached single-storey
dwellinghouse. The site is located within the ward of Pilgrims and the surrounding area is
semi-rural. The site falls within the AGLV, AONB and the Green Belt.
Proposal.
Retention of front boundary wall and gates after alterations, and retention of wall to the rear and
west boundaries (retrospective application).
Relevant planning history.
Reference:

Description:

22/P/00100

Certificate of Lawfulness for an
existing use to establish whether the
retention of the existing side boundary
wall is lawful.
Demolition of existing garage,
proposed relocation of the front door
with porch, side extension and raising
of roof to provide pitch roof all round
Retention of existing boundary wall to
side and part of rear elevation,
retention of front piers and wall facing
highway. (Retrospective)
Proposed relocation of the front door
with porch, side extension, raising the
roof to include 6 dormers and four
rooflights and changes to fenestration
following demolition of garage
Conversion and extension of existing
offices to form a detached dwelling

21/P/01997

21/P/01902

21/P/00608

GU/R 4380
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Decision
Summary:
Withdrawn

Appeal:

Pending
consideration
Withdrawn

Withdrawn

Approved
27/05/1955

N/A
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Consultations.
Statutory consultees
Surrey County Council Highways - No highway concerns. [Officer note - Concern has been raised
regarding land showing in the highway ownership. Land Registry details appear to show all land
within the applicant's ownership however Certificate B has been served on both the highways
authority and the neighbour to the rear to ensure coverage.)
Non-statutory consultees
Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Officer - No concerns raised
Parish Council
Seale and Sands Parish - Concerns raised regarding the following:
•
•
•

Yellow brick out of keeping
Application form incorrect in regards to trees and shrubs
Gates out of keeping

Third party comments:
3no. letters of representation have been received raising the following objections and concerns:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not all development within applicants land - [Officer Note: Certificate B has been served on
both the neighbour and the highways authority]
No structural details submitted regarding safety and integrity of walls
Application form incorrect in regards to trees and shrubs
Wall out of keeping with surrounding area
Boundary line incorrect - [Officer Note: The Boundary Plan appears to match to the Land
Registry details for the site]
Front wall forward of boundary - [Officer Note: The Boundary Plan appears to match to the
Land Registry details for the site]
Trees planted in front of the wall restricting site lines
Applicant not served notice [Officer Note: The applicant has been advised that this is required]
Concern to safety of the wall
Wall and piers too high

Planning policies.

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2021:
1. Introduction
2. Achieving sustainable development
4. Decision-making
12. Achieving well-designed places
13. Protecting Green Belt land
16. Conserving and enhancing the historic environment
Guildford Borough Local Plan: Strategy and Sites (LPSS) 2015-2034
The Guilford borough Local Plan: strategy and sites was adopted by Council on 25 April 2019.
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The Plan carries full weight as part of the Council’s Development Plan. The Local Plan 2003
policies that are not superseded are retained and continue to form part of the development plan
(see Appendix 8 of the Local Plan: strategy and sites for superseded Local Plan 2003 policies).
D1
D2
D3
P1
P2

Place shaping
Climate Change, Sustainable design, construction and energy
Historic Environment
Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and Area of Great Landscape Value
Green Belt

Guildford Borough Local Plan 2003 (as saved by CLG Direction 24 September 2007):
G1(3)
G5

General Standards of Development
Design Code

Supplementary planning documents:
Residential Extensions and Alterations SPD 2018
Planning considerations.
The main planning considerations in this case are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

retrospective application
the principle of development and the impact on the Green Belt
the impact on the scale and character of the existing site
the impact on neighbouring amenity
the impact on the AONB and AGLV
the impact on the highway

Retrospective application
A ministerial planning policy statement on 31 August 2015 introduced a planning policy to make
intentional unauthorised development a material consideration that would be weighed in the
determination of planning applications and appeals. This has been supplemented by a written
answer to the House of Commons on 19 October 2018 confirming that the remains a potential
material consideration.
The statement does not advise the level of weight it that should be applied, neither does it
override Section 73A of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) which provides
the legal basis for submitting a retrospective application. The nPPG also confirm the use of an
application as a legitimate means of regularising a breach of planning control. Given these
factors it is unlikely that where development accords with the provisions of the Development Plan
that refusal could be justified only on the grounds that it was unauthorised.
In considering this current application, which seeks to regularise the unauthorised wooden fence,
the local planning authority has given weight to the fact that the application is retrospective.
However, in the absence of any evidence to demonstrate that the applicant intentionally sought to
breach planning legislation, or any detailed guidance from central government on the level of
weight that should be applied in such circumstances, the fact that this application is retrospective
is only considered to weigh against granting planning permission to a limited degree.
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Principle of development and impact on the Green Belt
The application site lies within the green belt. The proposal relates to the replacement of a close
boarded fence, with a brick wall, with piers and gate. The replacement wall would appear to
extend across in the same positioning as the previous fence. It is noted that little information is
able to be gained regarding the nature of the original fence towards the rear of the property,
owing to the development having been completed prior to the applications submission. Based on
photographs provided by the applicant and from 'streetview' history, the wall would be similar in
height to the aforementioned fence, excluding a slight increase for the brick piers set at intervals
and as such is not found to be materially larger. The proposal would not impact on the openness
of the green belt as a similar enclosure already existed and this is a replacement proposal.
The officer notes that the wall does increase in height towards the rear of the property up to 4.8
metres; whilst this attaches to the remaining wall it can reasonably be considered as an
engineering operation due to the subsidence of the bank and its role as a retaining wall. This
section of wall is within the most developed area of the site and would increase in gradient along
with the bank. It is considered that the proposed wall would comply with the five purposes of the
Green Belt and preserve its openness.
Therefore, the proposed development would not represent inappropriate development in the
green belt and as such is compliant with policies P2 of the LPSS, 2015-2034, and the
requirements of the NPPF, 2019.
Impact on scale and character of the existing dwelling and surrounding area
The proposed brick wall is constructed of yellow bricks with a black gate recessed within the site.
The front of the wall would border the site with planting situated in front of the wall. the wall would
continue to the west and south of the site with a retaining wall set in the south-west side of the
site. The wall measures 1.8 metres in height, with piers which extend to 2.1 metres and is located
in a similar location to a 1.8 metre fence which previously bordered the site. The design and scale
of the wall is not considered to be out of keeping with the plot and residential dwelling.
The dwelling is within a rural setting, surrounded by large plots containing detached buildings and
a mixture of trees and vegetation. A site visit was undertaken by the officer which identified that
due to the walls position and colour it would be more visible from the street scene than
neighbouring accesses which connect to Seale Lane, as these frontages are set back from the
street. The application site by comparison borders directly onto the highway and as such any
boundary treatment would be highly visible within the street. Whilst the colour of the wall is not
preferable, as this would increase the walls prominence, there are a couple of similar light colour
boundary treatments present within the street scene, namely, a wall displaying the nameplate
'Birch Corner' and plant boxes. The agent has submitted a planting scheme along with the
application at the request of the case officer, the planting would be sited to the front of the
proposed wall and would break up the mass of the wall when viewed from the wider street scene,
this would be secured by condition.
As such, the proposed development would comply with policy D1 of the Guildford Borough Local
Plan: Strategy and Sites 2015-2034, policy G5 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan 2003 (as
saved by CLG Direction 24/09/2007), Residential Extensions and Alterations SPD 2018 and the
NPPF 2021.
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Impact on neighbour amenity
The closest buildings to the site are that of the industrial unit to the rear of Laurel Bank Cottage, a
site visit undertaken by the officer showed that the closest element would be the lowest point of
the south-west corners retaining wall. It is not considered that this element of the development
would be seen as overbearing or result in a loss of light. There are no overlooking concerns
raised. The site is in the locality of Birch Corner and Roughwood to the east and west, there is a
significant distance between the proposed wall and the buildings on these sites and as such any
impact on neighbouring amenity is likely to be limited to visual. The application therefore complies
with policy G1(3) of the saved local plan 2003.
The impact on the AONB and AGLV
Given the small scale of development, it is not considered to result in harm to the special
character of the AONB and AGLV, the Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Officer
has considered the proposal and raises no concerns. Therefore, the development would be
considered to comply with policy P1 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan: Strategy and Sites
2015-2034.
The impact on the highway
No concerns have been raised regarding the impact of the proposed wall and planting on the
highway and site lines for users.
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22/P/00423 - 1 Parklands Place, Guildford, GU1 2PS
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App No:
22/P/00423
Appn Type:
Full Application
Case Officer: Michaela Stevens
Parish: Merrow
Agent : Mr Harding
ARH Home Designs
28 Pound Hill
Wood Street Village
Guildford
GU3 3DN
Location:
Proposal:

8 Wk Deadline: 22/09/2022
Ward:
Merrow
Applicant: Mr Harle
1 Parklands Place
Guildford
Surrey
GU1 2PS

1 Parklands Place, Guildford, GU1 2PS
Erection of a single storey side extension, small bay window
extension to side along with changes to fenestration and new
rendered finish to external walls, following demolition of existing
side conservatory.

Executive Summary
Reason for referral
This application has been called to committee by Councillor Deborah Seabrook who considers
the proposal will contravene with policy H8 of the Saved Guildford Local Plan 2003, chapter 12 of
the NPPF. The councillor has stated that the side extension will be out of proportion with the main
dwelling, out of character as would include a large blank wall at the front elevation and would
block out light to lower flats at 145 Epsom Road.
Key information
Erection of a single storey side extension, small bay window extension to side along with changes
to fenestration and new rendered finish to external walls, following demolition of existing side
conservatory.
•
•
•

The site has no planning constraints as is within the Guildford Urban Area
The site is on a corner plot in the Merrow Ward with the side elevation facing Epsom Road
and front elevation facing Parklands Place.
The plot will at it's rear face a set of flats.

Summary of considerations and constraints
Impact on scale and character of the existing dwelling and surrounding area
The side extension wraps around to the front elevation, infilling an existing set back to the ground
floor plan, thus extending beyond the existing gable end to the side elevation. The extension
replaces the existing conservatory which spans part of the side elevation.
The extension has a footprint of 6 metres deep (not accounting for the infill wrap around element)
and width of 8 metres. The extension would be formed under a dual pitched roof which is offset
within the side gable elevation of the property due to the wrap around design of the extension.
Concerns have been raised in relation to the size of the extension, being disproportionate to the
size of the house and out of keeping with the area.
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Views of the extension will be achieved from public vantage points adjacent to the site however,
the extension is not considered cause significant adverse harm to the character of the property of
street scene.
The footprint of the extension will exceed half the width of the property, however its single storey
scale, appropriate roof form and design is not considered to cause adverse harm to the
appearance of the property in terms of being visually dominant or overbearing and the extension
is considered to be in keeping with its appearance of the house.
Neighbour Amenity
The extension would extend across part of the side elevation of the adjacent block of flats but
would not overlap with the position of the flat windows on the east elevation at ground floor level.
The land towards the side of the flats adjacent to the garden of the application site is slightly
higher than the land to the rear of the application site. The extension would result in built form
extending closer to the adjacent flat windows. The orientation of the adjacent flats and existing
relationship with the host property being set forward of the flats already has an impact on these
windows in terms of light. Having regard to the existing relationship, alongside the single storey
scale of the extension and its pitched roof design, this is considered to limit any significant
additional adverse impacts resulting from the increase in overall building height and proximity of
the extension to these windows.
There are basement windows to this building serving Flat 7. The proposed single-storey
extension spans closer to these windows, and the existing conservatory is replaced by a brick
wall extension. Whilst it is recognised that the extension will extend closer to these basement
windows and comprises solid materials, the timber fence boundary treatment located on the
boundary line at 1 Parklands Place limits the light input into these windows as existing.
Furthermore, the extension retains good separation distances, and the pitched roof of the
extension ensures that the maximum height of the ridge line is set well away from these
basement windows whereby only the height of the eaves line is nearest that of the windows.
Therefore, the proposed development is sufficiently set back from the boundary so as to not
cause any significant harm to the loss of light or overbearing impact experienced by the Flat 7,
which complies with Policy 2.2 of the Residential Alterations and Extensions SPD.
RECOMMENDATION:
Approve - subject to the following condition(s) and reason(s) :1.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of three
years from the date of this permission.
Reason: To comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
as amended by Section 51(1) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act
2004.

2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
following approved plans:
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Proposed plans and elevations 2021/053/03 March 22
Existing plans and elevations 2021/053/02 March 22
Location and Block Plans 2012/053/01 March 22
Reason: To ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with the
approved plans and in the interests of proper planning.

Informatives:
1.
This statement is provided in accordance with Article 35(2) of the Town and Country
Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015. Guildford
Borough Council seek to take a positive and proactive approach to development
proposals. We work with applicants in a positive and proactive manner by:
•
•
•

Offering a pre application advice service
Where pre-application advice has been sought and that advice has been
followed we will advise applicants/agents of any further issues arising during the
course of the application
Where possible officers will seek minor amendments to overcome issues
identified at an early stage in the application process

However, Guildford Borough Council will generally not engage in unnecessary
negotiation for fundamentally unacceptable proposals or where significant changes
to an application is required.
Pre-application advice was not sought prior to submission and the application was
acceptable as submitted
2.

If you need any advice regarding Building Regulations please do not hesitate to
contact Guildford Borough Council Building Control on 01483 444545 or
buildingcontrol@guildford.gov.uk

Officer's Report
Site description.
The application relates to a detached two storey dwelling with accommodation within the roof
space and is located within the urban area of Guildford. The property is located on a corner plot
with its side elevation addressing the A25 Epsom Road and front elevation addressing Parklands
Place.
The property is set back from Epsom Road and benefits from a conservatory to the side (north
elevation) and detached garage set to the northern end of the plot in Parklands Place.
To the west, set on Epsom Road, is a block of flats. The front elevation of the flats is in line with
the northern elevation of the application building and extends across much of the remaining
northern boundary of the property including conservatory.
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Proposal.
Erection of a single storey side extension, small bay window extension to side along with changes
to fenestration and new rendered finish to external walls, following demolition of existing side
conservatory.
Relevant planning history.
No relevant planning history
Consultations.
None
Third party comments:
One letter of objection has been received; key issues raised are as follows:
•
•
•

Loss of light to lower floors of adjacent flats
Disproportionate to size of house
Out of keeping with local area

Planning policies.
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2021:
Chapter 2: Achieving Sustainable Development
Chapter 4: Decision Making
Chapter 12: Achieving Well Designed Places
Guildford Borough Local Plan: Strategy and Sites (LPSS), 2015-2034:
S1: Presumption in favour of sustainable development
D1: Place shaping
Guildford Borough Local Plan 2003 (as saved by CLG Direction 24 September 2007):
The Guilford Borough Local Plan: strategy and sites was adopted by Council on 25 April 2019.
The Plan carries full weight as part of the Council’s Development Plan. In addition, the Local Plan
2003 policies that are not superseded are saved and continue to form part of the Development
Plan (see Appendix 8 of the Local Plan: strategy and sites for superseded Local Plan 2003
policies).
G1: General Standards of Development
G5: Design Code
H8: Extensions to Dwellings in Urban Areas
Supplementary planning documents:
Residential Extensions and Alterations SPD (2018)
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Planning considerations.
The main planning considerations in this case are:
•
•
•

the principle of development
the impact on the scale and character of the existing dwelling and surrounding area
the impact on neighbouring amenity

The Principle of Development
The subject site is located within an established residential area where household extensions and
alterations are not uncommon. The proposed extension to facilitate additional and improved living
space is therefore considered to be acceptable, providing it provides high quality standards of
internal accommodation, a design appropriate in the context of its surroundings and constitutes
neighbourly development.
The Impact on Scale and Character of Existing Building and Surrounding Area
The application seeks permission for the erection of a single storey side extension, small bay
window extension to side along with changes to fenestration and new rendered finish to external
walls following demolition of existing side conservatory
In relation to extensions and alterations the Residential Extensions and Alterations SPD (2018)
states they should be consistent with the form, scale and style of the existing building. In relation
to side extensions the Residential Extensions and Alterations SPD (2018) states as a general rule
it will be appropriate to reduce the visual impact of an extension on the street scene, side
extensions should not be visually dominant or overbearing to the original house, the proportions
and roof form should be in keeping, be no more than half the width of the original house, be set
back from front building line and retain a gap of one metre to the shared boundary.
The side extension wraps around to the front elevation, infilling an existing set back to the ground
floor plan, thus extending beyond the existing gable end to the side elevation. The extension
replaces the existing conservatory which spans part of the side elevation.
The extension has a footprint of 6 metres deep (not accounting for the infill wrap around element)
and width of 8 metres. The extension would be formed under a dual pitched roof which is offset
within the side gable elevation of the property due to the wrap around design of the extension.
Concerns have been raised in relation to the size of the extension, being disproportionate to the
size of the house and out of keeping with the area. Views of the extension will be achieved from
public vantage points adjacent to the site however, the extension is not considered cause
significant adverse harm to the character of the property of street scene.
The footprint of the extension will exceed half the width of the property, however its single storey
scale, appropriate roof form and design is not considered to cause adverse harm to the
appearance of the property in terms of being visually dominant or overbearing and the extension
is considered to be in keeping with its appearance of the house.
The footprint of the extension would leave a limited amenity space to this northern side of the
property, however it is noted that this area is heavily overlooked from the adjacent flats, located to
the north of the dwelling and a private garden area has been created to the south of the property.
While this is located adjacent to the main road it appears as an established area of garden and is
located to the side of the property and well screened from public views. A sufficient area of
private garden area therefore remains to serve the property.
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The bay window would be located to the south elevation of the property at ground floor level. A
hipped roof is proposed, reflecting the host building roof form. The bay window and adjacent
fenestration change from a window to door are acceptable alterations to the dwelling as are the
proposed rooflight and replacement open porch to east.
The external facing materials of the property are to be altered from the existing facing brick to a
white/ off white render finish. This would be continued through the proposed extensions. The
adjacent flats to the west are rendered. While the locality is predominately brick, render is
present. The change in facing materials is acceptable in this context and likely to be permitted
development in any case.
It is considered that the proposed works are acceptable when considering their impacts on the
character and scale of the dwelling and its surrounds. The proposal therefore accords with Policy
D1 of the Local Plan (2019), Policies H8 and G5 of the Saved Local Plan (2005), the Residential
Extensions and Alterations SPD (2018) and chapter 12 of the NPPF.
The Impact on Neighbouring Amenity
The neighbouring properties most affected by the proposals would be the flatted development at
145 Epsom Road.
145 Epsom Road
There are windows across multiple floors within the east elevation of the adjacent block of flats.
This includes three windows at ground floor level and two windows at first floor level. The
windows are adjacent to the common boundary property directly overlooking the application
property. There is also a basement light well for Flat 7, 145 Epsom Road.
One letter has been received raising objections to the application in respect to a loss of light to
adjacent flat windows at the lower floors.
The extension would extend 6 metres from the rear elevation of the property under a dual pitched
roof. Policy 2.2 of the Residential Alterations and Extensions SPD states that extension should
not result in any significant loss of privacy and amenity to your neighbours or be overbearing or
unduly obtrusive.
The extension would extend across part of the side elevation of the adjacent block of flats but
would not overlap with the position of the flat windows on the east elevation at ground floor level.
The land towards the side of the flats adjacent to the garden of the application site is slightly
higher than the land to the rear of the application site. The extension would result in built form
extending closer to the adjacent flat windows. The orientation of the adjacent flats and existing
relationship with the host property being set forward of the flats already has an impact on these
windows in terms of light. Having regard to the existing relationship, alongside the single storey
scale of the extension and its pitched roof design, this is considered to limit any significant
additional adverse impacts resulting from the increase in overall building height and proximity of
the extension to these windows.
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There are basement windows to this building serving Flat 7. The proposed single-storey
extension spans closer to these windows, and the existing conservatory is replaced by a brick
wall extension. Whilst it is recognised that the extension will extend closer to these basement
windows and comprises solid materials, the timber fence boundary treatment located on the
boundary line at 1 Parklands Place limits the light input into these windows as existing.
Furthermore, the extension retains good separation distances, and the pitched roof of the
extension ensures that the maximum height of the ridge line is set well away from these
basement windows whereby only the height of the eaves line is nearest that of the windows.
Therefore, the proposed development is sufficiently set back from the boundary so as to not
cause any significant harm to the loss of light or overbearing impact experienced by the Flat 7,
which complies with Policy 2.2 of the Residential Alterations and Extensions SPD.
On balance the proposal is not considered to result in a significant adverse impact to the
residential amenities of the occupiers of the adjacent flats at the ground floors and above.
There are therefore no significant impacts predicted with regards to neighbouring amenity as a
result of the proposals and the proposals are in accordance with policy G1(3) of the Saved Local
Plan and Policy 2.2 of the Residential Alterations and Extensions SPD.
Conclusion
The extension would be of a modest scale and replace an existing conservatory with a stlye to
match the style of the host dwelling, as such it is not considered to adversely impact scale or
character. Furthermore whilst the siting of the works will be close to the windows of the
neighbouring flat the works are sufficiently set back and it has been concluded that there would
be no greater loss of light concerns which are not already present from the existing dwelling
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Planning Committee

5 October 2022

Planning Appeal Decisions
The following appeal decisions are submitted for the Committee's information and
consideration. These decisions are helpful in understanding the manner in which the Planning
Inspectorate views the implementation of local policies with regard to the Guildford Borough
Local Plan: strategy and sites 2015 - 2034 and the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
March 2012 and other advice. They should be borne in mind in the determination of
applications within the Borough. If Councillors wish to have a copy of a decision letter, they
should contact
Sophie Butcher (sophie.butcher@guildford.gov.uk)
1.

Tesco Stores
Retail Unit, Parklands, Railton Road, Queen Elizabeth Park, Guildford, GU2 9JX
20/P/01756 – The condition in dispute is No 37 which states that: The hours of operation of
units within the commercial core application hereby approved are as follows: - Health and
Fitness Centre – 7.00am-11.00pm seven days a week Children’s’ Nursery 7.00am-7.00pm
seven days a week A1 Retail Unit 7.00am-10.00pm Mondays to Saturdays and 10.00am6.00pm Sundays. The reason given for the condition is: To ensure that the residential
amenities of nearby properties are protected.
Planning Committee – Refused 31 March 2021
Officer’s Recommendation – To Approve
Decision - ALLOWED
Summary of Inspector’s Conclusions:
• The main issue is the effect of the proposal on the character and appearance of the
host property and the surrounding area.
• The appellant has taken over the A1 retail unit (food store) element of the local
centre. They seek to extend the operating hours for the food store from those
originally imposed to between 6.00am and 11pm, 7 days a week. As part of this
change, the appellant also seeks to retain the already approved amendment to
condition 37 for the Health and Fitness Centre operating hours which were varied to
between 6.30am and 11pm, 7 days a week (application reference 05/P/00793). The
inclusion of this is not contested by any party.
• In relation to the Council’s second reason for refusal, an agreement is before me
which replicates the obligations associated with the original grant of permission. I
note that the Planning Practice Guidance explains that in considering an application
or appeal under section 73 of the Town and Country Planning Act (1990) (the Act),
the focus will be on the disputed condition. With that in mind, there is nothing before
me to indicate that any of the obligations would fail to comply with the requirements
of the Framework or the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 (as
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•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

amended), and there is no dispute between the parties regarding the acceptability of
the agreement, having both
signed it.
Therefore, the main issue is the effect that varying the operating hours of the food
store would have on the living conditions of nearby residents in relation to noise and
related disturbance.
The food store is within the established and well used local centre. It is centrally
located with its entrance facing the office element of the scheme and its parking and
service area between it and the health centre. On the opposite side of the unit is a
veterinary surgery. Beyond that a formal sitting area, a large community building and
then Railton Road with the nearest residential properties beyond.
On visiting the site, I am satisfied that the local centre layout and location of the main
entrance and service access, away from the nearby dwellings, would prevent
disturbance from internal noise related to the food store operation. However, the
operating of such a use is not limited to internal noise, and disturbance can be
created by users and staff leaving and entering the food store on foot and by vehicle.
The NA states that the proposed extension of hours would not have significant
impact on noise disturbance for the occupants of the nearby dwellings excepting the
proposed hours of between 6am to 7am on Mondays to Saturdays. It goes onto
conclude that the 6am to 7am extension would likely have a moderate impact. Due
to the location, operating hours of other surrounded uses and my observations on
site I would agree with the NA’s conclusions and note there is no evidence contrary
to these findings. Therefore, I conclude that the proposed 6am to 7am extension
would have a harmful impact on the living conditions of said occupants.
The appellant is cognisant of this potential harm and has not provided any
mitigating measures to overcome it. Nevertheless, they have conceded that
operating hours between 7am to 11pm would be acceptable. The Council and
interested parties, having had opportunity to comment, have not objected.
I am therefore satisfied that varying the condition to reflect operating hours for the
food store to between 7am to 11pm, 7 days a week would not harm the living
conditions of nearby residents in relation to noise and related disturbance. This
would comply with Policy G1(3) of the Guildford Local Plan 2003 and paragraph 130
of the Framework.
I will grant a new planning permission with the amended condition, asset out in the
main issue, but retaining those non-disputed conditions from the previous
permission that appear still to be relevant. I have updated most of these conditions
in align with the Council’s suggestions, which have not been disputed by the
appellant, save for minor amendments relating to consistency and clarity.
As per the requirements of the original conditions, I have allowed for further
amendments to external lighting schemes if necessary, and ensured the retention
of the landscaping scheme, and road layout and visibility zones.
I have also removed conditions relating to the arboricultural method statement,
drainage details and certain materials. These were only required for construction or
installation prior to first occupation (which has occurred) and did not include
retention clauses.
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2.

Mr D Carmichael-Jack
Binton Hall, Binton Lane, Seale, GU10 1LG
21/P/00196 – The development proposed is the erection of a garage.
Delegated Decision – To Approve
Decision - ALLOWED
Summary of Inspector’s Conclusions:
• The main issues are whether the proposed development would be inappropriate
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

development in the Green Belt for the purposes of the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF) and development plan policy;
The effect of the openness on the Green Belt;
if the development would be inappropriate, whether the harm to the Green Belt by way of
inappropriateness and any other harm, would be clearly outweighed by other considerations
so as to amount to the very special circumstances necessary to justify it.
Paragraph 149 of the NPPF states that new development is inappropriate in the Green Belt
unless it falls within a list of exceptions. Policy P2 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan:
Strategy and Sites 2019 (LPSS) is consistent with this in that it gives a list of forms of
development that are not inappropriate. The proposal would not meet any of the exceptions
outlined within Paragraph 149 and Policy P2 and this does not appear to be disputed by the
appellant.
The proposed garage would not meet any of the exceptions set out in the relevant policies
mentioned above. Therefore, the proposal would be inappropriate development in the
Green Belt and would conflict with Paragraph 149 of the NPPF, as detailed above, and Policy
P2 of the LPSS which seeks to resist inappropriate development in the Green Belt.
Openness is identified in the NPPF as one of the Green Belt’s essential characteristics.
Openness has a visual component and a spatial aspect. The boundaries of the site are wellscreened with dense vegetation and mature trees although there are some gaps in-between
the trees along the southern boundary. Given the location of the proposed garage and the
presence of mature planting there would be no views of the garage from the wider
countryside and only glimpsed views from Binton Lane. The garage would occupy an area
currently devoid of a building. Accordingly, the three-bay garage would result in limited harm
to the openness of the Green Belt.
The NPPF highlights that inappropriate development is, by definition, harmful to the Green
Belt and should not be approved except in very special circumstances. Any harm to the
Green Belt is to be given substantial weight. Very special circumstances will not exist unless
the potential harm to the Green Belt by reason of inappropriateness, and any other harm
resulting from the proposal, is clearly outweighed by other considerations.
In this regard, the appellant submits there is a fallback position as the Council has confirmed
by way of the grant of a Certificate of Lawful Development in January 2021 (ref. 20/P/02010)
that a garage of a comparable size and located to the south-west of the main dwelling and
close to the ancillary pool building could be erected as Permitted Development (PD) under
the terms of The Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development)(England)
Order 2015 (as amended).
Whilst the Council questioned the feasibility and likeliness of erecting the garage granted in
January 2021 and refer to an appeal (APP/Y3615/D/17/3190966 dated 6 April 2018) against a
refused application (17/P/01917) for a garage at this site, I note that the appellant has
submitted a signed Declaration of Intent (Appendix C of the appellant’s appeal statement)
confirming that the fallback scheme would be implemented if this appeal should be
dismissed. Having been given the opportunity to comment on the Declaration, the Council
have subsequently stated that it does add weight to the proposed fallback position by
increased likelihood of implementation.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•
3.

Additionally, although the PD garage would be sited near the ancillary pool building and
would remove a portion of landscaped garden area, there is nothing to suggest it could not
be physically developed. In light of this, there is a real prospect the appellant would erect the
PD garage and that this should be considered a true fallback position.
The Council state that the proposed garage would extend the built form to a wider extent
across the site and would have a greater impact on the openness of the Green Belt than
would the PD garage. Whilst the proposed garage would introduce new built form in an area
of the site that is currently undeveloped, I find that the PD garage would be awkwardly
positioned. It would appear to overlap the existing driveway and would, given the
topography of the site, be in a more prominent and elevated location than the proposed
building. Moreover, the PD garage would also be more visible through the gaps in vegetation
from the open countryside to the south, especially during the winter months.
The fallback scheme would result in a cluster of buildings close to each other to the
southwest of the house which would make this part of the site appear overdeveloped. It
would also lead to the removal of an attractive and well-landscaped part of the garden close
to and visible from the house and pool which contributes to the sylvan character of the
Green Belt. On the other hand, the proposed garage would be tucked away close to the
heavily screened western boundary.
Drawing the above together, the fallback garage would appear more prominent than the
proposed garage and would constitute a discordant addition to the site. It would thus have a
greater adverse spatial and visual impact on openness. For these reasons, very substantial
weight is attached to this consideration.
The development causes harm to the Green Belt by way of inappropriateness and limited
harm to its openness. These harms attract substantial weight. It is accepted that a garage of
similar scale could be built using Permitted Development rights which would have a
materially more harmful effect, spatially and visually, on the Green Belt. Moreover, for the
reasons given above, if the appeal fails, it is likely that the garage would be built. On balance,
the weight attributed to the fallback position is very substantial and outweighs the harm
identified. Therefore, there are very special circumstances to justify the development.
The Council’s suggested conditions have been assessed against the advice on conditions set
out in the NPPF and Planning Practice Guidance. I have imposed the standard conditions
relating to the commencement of development and specifying the relevant plans to provide
certainty.
For the reasons given above and having had regard to all other matters raised, I recommend
that the appeal should be allowed.

Mr Matthew Mansell
The Hollies, Sandy Lane, Guildford, GU3 1HF
21/P/02693 – The development for which a certificate of lawful use or development is
sought is the erection of outbuilding to rear of the property to be used ancillary to the use
of the dwelling.
Delegated Decision – To Refuse
Decision - ALLOWED
Summary of Inspector’s Conclusions:
• The main issue is whether the Council’s refusal to grant the LDC was well founded. It is

•

necessary to consider whether the proposed outbuilding would be granted planning
permission by Article 3, Schedule 2, Part 1, Class E of the Town and Country Planning
(General Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015, as amended (GPDO).
The main dwellinghouse is a detached two-storey building situated within a substantial plot.
The proposed outbuilding is single storey with pitched roof.
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•

Class E of Schedule 2 Part 1 of the GPDO gives planning permission for ‘(a) any building or
enclosure, swimming or other pool required for a purpose incidental to the enjoyment of the
dwellinghouse as such...’.
The Council determined that owing to its excessive size, in relation to its indicated uses, the
single storey outbuilding, would fall foul of the limitations and conditions of Class E of
Schedule 2, Part 1 of the GPDO. The Council also state that the application fails to
demonstrate that the purpose would be incidental to the dwellinghouse, and that no
justification has been provided for the need for any of the proposed room uses or why these
uses cannot be accommodated within the existing house. There is no dispute that in all other
respects that the outbuildings would fall within the scope of Class E, and I have found no
reason to disagree with these findings. The decision therefore turns on whether the building
is for a purpose incidental to the enjoyment of the dwellinghouse.
It has been established by case law that an incidental use should be functionally related to
the primary use (as a dwellinghouse). By definition, then, an incidental use cannot be one
that is integral to or part and parcel of the primary use. The functional relationship should be
one that is normally found and not based on the personal choice of the user. Whether a use
should be regarded as incidental will be a matter of fact and degree. It is necessary to
identify the purpose and incidental quality in relation to the enjoyment of the dwelling and
answer the question as to whether the proposed building is genuinely and reasonably
required or necessary in order to accommodate the proposed use or activity and thus
achieve that purpose. The size of the building in relation to the dwelling is relevant but not a
conclusive factor.
The outbuilding would be a substantial single storey building, divided into four separate
rooms. The largest room would provide a medium sized home swimming pool with a bar
area. There would also be an entrance lobby, a gym, and a shower/changing room. The
leisure facilities provided would be for the use of the appellant’s family.
Case law has established that a wide range of activities are capable of being considered
incidental to the enjoyment of a dwelling. The provision of a swimming pool and bar area
could reasonably serve a purpose incidental to the enjoyment of the dwellinghouse, and it is
reasonable for the appellant to want some circulation and relaxation space around the pool
for their family to enjoy.
It is not unusual to have a home gym or entrance lobby and these areas would not be
excessive in size for their intended purpose. A shower room/changing area could be primary
accommodation but, in this case, it would not be unreasonable to regard it as part of the
incidental use with the gym and swimming pool. While the outbuilding would be large, the
facilities it would provide would be reasonable in size and likely to be what is needed to
achieve their purpose. I also observed that these facilities could not be accommodated
within the existing house.
The Council argues that the size of the outbuilding, and the areas provided for the pool, gym,
and bar area, go beyond what can be considered incidental. However, for the reasons I have
set out, I find that the purpose of the building would be incidental to the use of the
dwellinghouse, and its size is what would reasonably be required to fulfil that purpose.
On the evidence before me, I therefore conclude that the building would be required for a
purpose incidental to the enjoyment of the dwellinghouse and would be permitted
development by virtue of Article 3, Schedule 2 Part 1 Class E of the GPDO.
For the reasons given above, I conclude that the Council’s refusal to grant a certificate of
lawful use or development in respect of the erection of outbuilding to rear of the property to
be used ancillary to the use of the dwelling was not well-founded and that the appeal should
succeed. I will exercise the powers transferred to me under section 195(2) of the Act as
amended.
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4.

Mr W Gong
32 Queen Eleanors Road, Guildford, GU2 7SL
21/P/02055 – The condition in dispute is No.3, which states that the rooflights on the main
dwelling which serve the loft room in the East and West elevations of the development
hereby approved shall be glazed wit obscure glass and permanently fixed shut, unless the
parts of the windows which can be opened are more than 1.7 metres above the floor of the
room in which the window is installed and shall thereafter be permanently retained as such.
Delegated Decision – To Approve
Decision – ALLOWED
Summary of Inspector’s Conclusions:
• The main issue is whether the disputed condition is reasonable and necessary in the
interests of the living conditions of neighbouring occupiers at Nos. 30 and 34 Queen
Eleanors Road, with regards to privacy.
• The appeal site comprises a two-storey detached dwelling on Queen Eleanors Road. It
neighbours No. 30 to the west, a detached bungalow, and No. 34 to the east, a twostorey detached dwelling.
• Planning permission was granted at the site subject to numerous conditions,
including that the rooflights on the east and west elevations of the appeal property
would be fitted with obscured glazing and permanently fixed shut, unless more than
1.7 metres above the floor. This was in the interests of residential amenity and
privacy. The rooflights have now been fitted.
• The properties are situated close together, with little separation distance between
the respective side elevations. As such, it is possible that a degree of overlooking of
the neighbouring dwellings could occur from unobscured rooflights on the eastern
and western sides of the roof slope at the property.
• However, there are no windows on the facing elevation of No. 34 at this level, such
that views in this direction from the rooflights at the appeal property would not look
directly into habitable rooms. In addition, the height and angle of the rooflights
relative to the neighbouring bungalow at No. 30 would also ensure no direct views
into habitable rooms at this dwelling. As such, occupiers of these properties would
not have their enjoyment of habitable rooms impacted by the proposal as there
would be no loss of privacy.
• Views from the unobstructed rooflights towards the rear amenity spaces of Nos. 30
and 34 would be possible but largely peripheral. In any event, even when looking in
the direction of the neighbouring rear gardens, due to the angles of the rooflights the
views of these spaces would not be clear or direct. As such, an overall limited level of
actual and perceived overlooking of these spaces would result such that the privacy
of neighbouring occupiers would not be unduly harmed.
• Accordingly, the removal of the requirement for the rooflights at the property to be
obscured would not result in unacceptable harm to neighbouring occupiers by way of
overlooking. As such, condition 3 is neither reasonable or necessary in the interests of
the living conditions of the occupiers of Nos. 30 and 34 Queen Eleanor’s Road, with
regards to privacy.
• I note that the appellant has sought the removal of the condition in the interests of
light and ventilation, and that these are already adequately provided by the other
windows at the property. I further acknowledge that it is unlikely the disputed
condition would be applicable to the rooflight above the staircase, given its distance
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from the floor. Nevertheless, I still consider that the condition is neither necessary or
reasonable in the interests of residential amenity and privacy of neighbouring
occupiers.
• For the reasons given above, the appeal is allowed, and the planning permission is
varied by deleting condition 3.
5. Mr and Mrs S Cartwright
141 Farnham Road, Guildford, GU2 7RL
22/P/00420 – The development proposed is described as loft conversion to form habitable
accommodation with rear dormer and rooflights to front elevation.
Delegated Decision – To Refuse
Decision – ALLOWED
Summary of Inspector’s Conclusions:
• The main issue is the effect of the proposal on the character and appearance of the
host dwelling and the surrounding area, which includes the setting of the Onslow
Village Conservation Area (OVCA).
• The appeal site is located within a row of detached two storey family houses. They
are set back from and below Farnham Road by a narrow path and good-sized front
gardens, which are both enclosed by hedges and trees. As a result, the dwelling is
largely screened from Farnham Road. The dwellings along this stretch of Farnham
Road occupy an elevated position with their generous sized rear gardens sloping
down to Abbot’s Close. Abbot’s Close is a narrow single-track road, which primarily
provides rear access to properties in Farnham Road and Manor Way.
• The appeal site sits just outside the Onslow Village Conservation Area (OVCA),
whose boundary runs along the southern side of Abbot’s Close. The OVCA comprises
a large housing development whose layout, design and appearance follows that of
the Garden City Movement. The layout, consistent design features and limited
palette of materials together with the areas of open space, narrow roads and
abundance of hedges, trees and soft planting all contribute to the character,
appearance and significance of the OVCA.
• The appeal dwelling comprises a detached two storey house with a small projection
to the front and both single and two storey projections to the rear. It has a fully
pitched asymmetrical roof and the fenestration on the rear elevation is varied in
size, form and alignment.
• The rear garden of the appeal property falls away from the dwelling and is
separated from the property’s pitched roof garage and parking area by a tall close
boarded fence. The parking area is screened from Abbot’s Close and the rear
gardens beyond by a mature hedge. There are also outbuildings, tall fences, mature
hedges and trees within the gardens and along the boundaries of the nearby
dwellings on both sides of Abbot’s Close.
• Overall, due to the narrow width of Abbot’s Close, the existence of rear garages,
fences and the abundance of hedges and trees, views of the appeal dwelling from
Abbot’s close are extremely limited and restricted to partial glimpses. Whilst views
of the rear of the appeal dwelling would increase in the winter months, they would
nonetheless remain very restricted. Similarly, any views of the rear of the appeal
dwelling from the dwellings which front onto Manor Road are restricted.
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• Amongst other things, paragraph 130 of the National Planning Policy Framework
(the Framework), states that new development should be visually attractive as a
result of good architecture; maintain a strong sense of place and add to the overall
quality of the area. Policy G5 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan 2003 (LP) and
policy D1 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan: Strategy and Sites (2019) (LPSS),
similarly require new development to achieve high quality design. It should respond
to the distinctive local landscape character and integrate into the existing
landscape. LP Policy H8 states that domestic extensions should not have an adverse
effect on the character of the host dwelling, or its context and immediate
surroundings.
• Section 1of the Council’s Residential Extensions and Alterations Supplementary
Planning Document 2018 (SPD), acknowledges that the borough is diverse in
character and that the guidance within the SPD cannot reflect every individual
situation. Section 3.3 of the SPD states that the roof of a dwelling has a major
impact on the dwellings character and forms an important role within the street
scene. Accordingly, roof extensions should be sympathetic to the existing dwelling
and the immediate street scene. Dormer extensions should normally be positioned
to the rear of the property and should be sympathetic to the existing roof and the
host property as a whole. They should normally be subordinate to the roof, sit
below the ridge line and occupy no more than half the width or depth of the roof.
The proposed fenestration should reflect the proportions and style of the existing
windows and normally align with the windows below.
• The proposed extension would sit slightly below the highest roof ridge height. It
would have a part flat and part hipped roof which would sit just within the ridge line
and side hips of the existing roof, respecting the roof lines of the dwelling. The
proposed dormer extension would occupy a recessed position behind the rear two
storey projecting wing and would be clad in tiles top match the existing roof. As a
result of these combined factors and notwithstanding it’s elevated position, the
proposed dormer extension would respect and would be framed by and seen as an
integral part of the existing main roof and recessed to the side of the existing rear
projection.
• The proposed dormer extension includes a small narrow single pane window and a
larger three pane window. Although this larger window would be wider than the
windows immediately below, it would be narrower than other first and ground floor
rear openings. Also, the design and proportions of both windows would respect the
proportions and style of the existing windows which have strong vertical lines. The
proposed windows would sit below the eaves level of the flat roof of the dormer,
which would be consistent with the existing first floor windows, which sit
immediately below the eaves line of the main roof.
• Overall, I find that the proposed dormer extension has been designed to respect and
sit within the existing roof lines of the host dwelling. Given the asymmetrical design
of the roof and the existence of a rear projecting wing, the design approach is
logical. It ensures that the dormer extension would be readily assimilated into the
existing roof form and would respect the character and appearance of the host
dwelling and the surrounding area. As stated above views of the appeal dwelling
from the surrounding area are extremely limited and other than at the rear
entrance to the property, are restricted to partial glimpses.
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• This includes in glimpses from within the OVCA, where the proposed roof extension
would relate to a row of dwellings which are quite distinct in character and
appearance to those within the OVCA. The proposed dormer extension would not
be visible in views into the conservation area due to its siting in relation to Abbot’s
Close. For these reasons, the proposal would preserve the setting of the OVCA and
would not result in any harm to its significance. Accordingly, the proposal accords
with the requirements in Section 16 of the Framework, which seeks to ensure that
proposals conserve and enhance heritage assets, including their setting, and do not
result in harm to their significance. It is noted that the council share this view.
• Finally, the council has suggested the imposition of conditions which require the use
of matching external materials and adherence to the submitted drawings. These
conditions are necessary to ensure that the development respects and blends in
appropriate with the host dwelling and in the interests of certainty.
• I conclude that the proposal would respect the character and appearance of the
host dwelling, its context and the character and appearance of the surrounding
area, including the setting to the OVCA. Accordingly, it would comply with LP
Policies G5 & H8, LPSS Policy D1, section 3.3 of the SPD and paragraph 130 of the
Framework.
6. Mr A MacFee
14 Orchard Road, Burpham, Guildford, GU4 7JH
21/P/01030 – The development proposed is described as extensions to and refurbishment
of the retained 1902’s house. Demolition of the 1970’s detached garage, replaced with an
annex.
Delegated Decision – To Refuse
Decision – ALLOWED
Summary of Inspector’s Conclusions:
• The main issue is the effect of the proposal on the character of the existing building,
the character and context of Orchard Road and the character of the surrounding
area.
• Orchard Road is characterised by a diverse range of detached family sized houses
with varied buildings lines and a mixture of sized gaps between individual dwellings.
Most of the dwellings occupy generous sized mature landscaped plots and are set
back from the road behind good sized front gardens that contain and are enclosed by
mature trees, hedges and shrubs. This planting partially screens the dwellings from
Orchard Road, which is narrow with grass verges and no pavements or street lights.
These features contribute to the spacious, informal and verdant character and
appearance of Orchard Road.
• The appeal site, which is irregular in shape, occupies a prominent position within a
fork at the end of Orchard Road. The plot is wider than other plots within the road,
although its gardens are not as deep. The appeal dwelling occupies a central position
towards the front of the plot and comprises one of a number of Arts and Crafts style
dwellings dating back to the 1920’s within Orchard Road.
• The appeal dwelling is modest in size and is one, if not the smallest dwelling in
Orchard Road. It has flat elevations under an uncluttered tile clad gable roof, with red
brick chimneys at either end. The host dwelling’s fenestration is modest, with strong
vertical lines and the walls of the dwelling and flat roofed single storey side extension
are rendered and painted white. Other older Arts and Crafts dwellings in Orchard
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Road have similar features and have a variety of extensions. Although the flat roof of
the single storey side extension fails to respect the character or appearance of the
original dwelling, both on its own and together with the other Arts and Crafts
dwellings and the trees and hedging around them, the appeal property makes a
positive contribution to the spacious, informal and verdant character and appearance
of Orchard Road.
Set back from and to the side of the existing side extension is a modern garage which
is utilitarian in design and appearance. It has a shallow pitched asymmetrical roof
which is partly clad with plain tiles and partly by asbestos sheeting, galvanised steel
doors and UPVC window and access door. Although this garage is unsightly, it is
largely screened from the street scene by boundary hedges.
Collectively and amongst other things paragraph 130 of the National Planning Policy
Framework (the Framework), Policy G5 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan 2003 (LP),
policy D1 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan: Strategy and Sites (2019) (LPSS) and
Policy B-FD1 of the Burpham Neighbourhood Plan (NP) require new development to
be designed to a high quality and to reinforce local distinctiveness. New development
should respond to the distinctive local landscape character and integrate into the
existing landscape. It should be suitably designed within the context it is set; retain
important landscape features; and ensure the scale, height and massing of buildings
relate sympathetically to the surrounding area.
LP Policy H8 states that extensions should not have an adverse effect on the
character of the host dwelling or the context and character of adjacent buildings and
the immediate surroundings. Section 1 of the Council’s Residential Extensions and
Alterations Supplementary Planning Document 2018 (SPD), states that the purpose of
the guidance is to assist in the design of extensions and advises on the best way to
provide extra accommodation. However, it also acknowledges that the borough is
diverse in character and that the guidance cannot reflect every individual situation.
Section 3.1 of the SPD explains that as a general rule side extensions should not be
visually dominant and should be in keeping with the design of the original house.
They should not exceed half the width of the house; be set back from the front
building line; and maintain a gap of at least one metre between the extension and
the shared boundary. It goes on to advise that there may be exceptions to this rule if
the impact on the existing and neighbouring properties is limited or can be mitigated.
Section 3.2 of the SPD relates to rear extensions and advises that proposals will be
judged on a case-by-case basis. Amongst other things it advises that care should be
taken to ensure the extension does not detract from the original house and the
optimum length of a rear extension should reflect the scale and proportions of the
host dwelling. Also, that variations can apply to detached houses depending on the
size of the plot and the orientation of the dwelling in relation to neighbouring
properties.
Reference has been made to NP Policy B-EN1. However, this policy relates to back
garden developments and so is not directly relevant. Notwithstanding this, the
appellant has confirmed that the resultant built development would occupy less than
23% of the plot and so would comply with the ratio of buildings to gardens contained
in this policy.
The proposal seeks to redesign the dwelling, whilst adhering to an Arts and Crafts
design approach and retaining/reflecting some of the key elements of the original
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house. This includes its front elevation, fenestration, chimneys, ridge and front eaves
height. It includes a first-floor extension above the existing flat roofed side extension,
a two-storey extension on the opposite side of the dwelling and a two-storey rear
extension.
The proposed side extensions are each less than 50% of the width of the original
dwelling and respect the proportions and fenestration of the host dwelling. By being
located on either side of the original dwelling, the position and balance of the
fenestration and chimneys remain unchanged. The proposed side extensions sit
beneath new roof hips to the sides of the existing chimneys, ensuring that the main
roof remains taller and symmetrical. The proposed front facing roof gable breaks up
the horizontal lines of the dwelling and is a typical Arts and Crafts style feature.
The same design approach has been used to the rear of the house, with the addition
of a rear gabled wing and a catslide roof. Notwithstanding this, the original form of
the dwelling is evident and has clearly influenced the proportions and design of the
rear elevation.
For these reasons, whilst changing the scale, simple form and appearance of the host
dwelling, the proposal nonetheless respects its historic and architectural form. Whilst
most extensions simply add clearly identifiable additions, by its wording the SPD
acknowledges that other approaches can be taken.
The original dwelling is centrally positioned at the head of Orchard Road and forms a
focal point when walking down the road. With the proposal this will not change. The
proposed roof hips fall away from the main roof on either side of the chimneys and
the extensions would be visually balanced on either side of the original dwelling.
Front gables are a common feature within Orchard Road as are windows within
gables. There are also a range of dormer windows in Orchard Road, including flat,
eyebrow and pitched roof recessed dormers.
The proposed link attached annex would be set back from the front of the dwelling
by in excess of six metres and would have a hipped roof. Within most of Orchard
Road it would not be visible as it would be screened by the planting within the front
gardens of the existing dwellings. From Belmont Place it would be largely screened by
the appeal dwelling. Where it could be seen towards the head of Orchard Road and
above the appeal sites boundary hedge, it would be recessed and partially screened
by the proposed resultant dwelling. Due to its recessed position and lower hipped
roof it would be recognisable as an ancillary domestic building.
The gaps between the house and annex and the side boundaries of the appeal site
would be comparable to that of other dwellings in Orchard Road. The gaps between
the resultant development and other dwellings in Orchard Road would be generous.
The hipped roofs and lower height of the ancillary outbuilding would add to the sense
of space around the buildings. Similarly the catslide roof to the rear of the dwelling
would contribute to the sense of space both to the side and rear of the dwelling.
The depth of the front garden would remain unchanged and whilst the depth of the
rear garden would be shorter than those along the main part of Orchard Road, it
would be wider. The resultant front and rear gardens would also be larger than those
of the dwellings in Belmont Place.
The existing trees and hedges around the site make a positive contribution to the
verdant character of Orchard Road. The proposed extensions would be of sufficient
distance from the boundary hedges, not to have an adverse impact on their root
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systems. The extensions are also sited outside the root protection areas of the
existing trees along the rear boundary of the site. This includes the two Oak trees
located in the northern and western corners of the site, which are of high quality and
one of which is the subject of a tree preservation order.
As shown on the submitted tree protection plan, ample space is left around the
boundary trees for the erection of protective fencing. This would ensure that the
existing boundary trees are not damaged during the construction of the
development. As suggested by the council, protective fencing and appropriate
protection during the construction period are a matter that could be secured through
the imposition of a condition.
The council has also suggested the imposition of conditions relating to the use of
matching materials; the provision and retention of the parking area; the use of
permeable materials within the driveway; and adherence to the submitted drawings.
These conditions are all necessary to ensure the development respects the host
dwelling and the context and character of Orchard Road; and in the interests of
highway safety and certainty.
As a result of these factors the proposal would not appear cramped on the site or
within the street scene. The resultant siting, form, design and detailing of the
dwelling would respect the original dwelling and would be readily assimilated into its
surroundings. It is acknowledged that the proposal would change the simple form of
the host dwelling, which has contributed to the character and appearance of the
street scene. However, due to the nature and quality of the proposed design, the
resultant dwelling would similarly form an appropriate focal point at the head of
Orchard Road. It would make a positive contribution to the character, appearance
and quality of the street scene.
I conclude on the main issue that the proposal would respect the character of the
host dwelling and the context and character of Orchard Road and the surrounding
area. Accordingly, the proposal would comply with LP Policies G5 & H8, LPSS Policy
D1, NP Policy B-FD1, the objectives of the SPD and paragraph 130 of the Framework.
Having regard to the conclusion on the main issue and all other matters the appeal is
allowed.

7. Mr W Gong
32 Queen Eleanor’s Road, Guildford, GU2 7SL
21/P/01377 – The development is the conversion of a dwellinghouse to create 1 additional
residential unit.
Delegated Decision – To Refuse
Decision – DISMISSED
Summary of Inspector’s Conclusions:
• The main issues are the effect of the development on (i) the character and
appearance of the host dwelling and surrounding area; and (ii) the living conditions of
future occupiers, with regards to outlook, light and provision of external amenity
space.
• The appeal site comprises a substantial two storey detached dwelling set back from
and facing the road. The surrounding area is residential, where large single buildings,
set in individual expansive plots lend a pleasant spacious homogeneity which
contributes positively to the character and appearance of the area.
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I accept that the appeal scheme would result in the general appearance of a single
dwelling from the street. It would replace the front door with a modest window and
a bay window with a garage door. Moreover, it would not have two front doors on
the street facing elevation. Nonetheless, the function of the building and specifically
the way each unit would be accessed would allude to there being two independent
dwellings on the site. This resulting ‘shared’ plot would be at odds with the prevailing
character as I have described it. The increase in usage of the site, with associated
residential paraphernalia and additional cars would highlight this. As would the
formalised allocated parking to the frontage which would, specifically, also lead to
something of a cramped feeling, failing to respect the spacious aspects of the local
plot sizes.
The proposal would therefore have an adverse effect on the character and
appearance of the host dwelling and surrounding area. As such, it would fail to
comply with Policy D1 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan: Strategy and Sites 2015 –
2034, adopted 25 April 2019 (the GBLPSS) and the National Planning Policy
Framework, which together seek to ensure good design.
The living rooms at both properties would be in the middle of the dwellings. While
they would have windows, these would face directly onto neighbouring side
elevations and, in Unit 1, would be obscured glass. Accordingly, the living rooms
would feel largely enclosed by nearby structures, leading to a poor and oppressive
outlook, with limited light further contributing to a gloomy living environment. In
addition, these rooms are not entirely open onto other areas on the ground floor,
limiting the light from other rooms to reach these spaces.
Similarly, the rear bedrooms at both dwellings would be served by windows which
would be obscured but for a modest area of top panels. While this would provide
adequate light and prevent overlooking, it would result in a poor outlook, being
obscured glass at eye level. This would create an enclosed feeling for residents in a
habitable room. As a result of the poor outlook in each of these rooms, and the
limited light in the living rooms, enjoyment of the rooms by future residents would
be negatively impacted, creating an unacceptable standard of living conditions.
In addition, the rear garden at the appeal site would not be subdivided, such that one
space would be shared by the residents of both properties. While it would be an
adequate size, this would not provide the level of privacy expected of a rear amenity
space for dwellings of this nature in order to support the range of uses reasonably
expected of such space. As a result, it would be inadequate for the reasonable
enjoyment of future occupiers.
The Council has referred to the Residential Extensions and Alterations Guildford
Borough Council Supplementary Planning Document, 2018 (the SPD) which advises
that rooms requiring less privacy should face the street. As a garage would be
positioned along the front elevation of Unit 2, this would align with the advice of the
SPD. With regards to Unit 1, the kitchen would face the street. This is a habitable
room where occupiers would reasonably expect a certain level of privacy. Due to the
distance of these windows from the highway and the proposed front boundary
treatment, I do not consider this privacy would be unacceptably compromised.
For the reasons given above, the proposal would have a significant adverse effect on
the living conditions of future occupiers with regards to outlook, light and provision
of external amenity space. As such, it would fail to comply with Policies H1 and D1 of
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the GBLPSS; Policy H4 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan 2003, the SPD, which
together seek to ensure adequate living conditions. While the Council has referred to
Policy G5 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan 2003, this appears to relate to design
and thus is not directly relevant to this main issue.
For the reasons given, the proposal would not accord with the development plan
when taken as a whole. There are no material considerations worthy of sufficient
weight that indicate the appeal should be determined other than in accordance with
the development plan. The appeal should therefore be dismissed.

Mr W Gong
32 Queen Eleanor’s Road, Guildford, GU2 7SL
21/P/01411 – The development proposed is the change of use from residential C3 (dwelling
House) to house of multiple occupation (sui generis).
Delegated Decision – To Refuse
Decision – REFUSED
Summary of Inspector’s Conclusions:
• The main issues are the effect of the development on (i) the character and
appearance of the host dwelling and surrounding area; and (ii) whether the proposal
would provide adequate living conditions for future occupiers, with regards to noise
and provision of adequate internal floorspace.
• The site comprises a substantial two storey detached dwelling set back from the
road. I observed the immediate surrounds to be a quiet, residential area where large
single buildings are set in individual expansive plots. It has a largely suburban feel
created by the prevailing character of apparent family housing within the immediate
vicinity.
• The proposal seeks to convert the property into a house in multiple occupation
(HMO). While there would be 6 bedrooms at the site, it could house up to 10
individuals, such that the conversion would not benefit from permitted development
rights. Several external alterations to the property are also proposed, including the
creation of an additional vehicular entrance.
• While most surrounding plots have one vehicular access, this is not the case for all,
with a dwelling opposite the site having two. As such, this addition would not appear
out of place or unduly upset the pattern of development. Even with the additional
access, the front elevation of the appeal property would preserve its appearance of a
single dwelling. In addition, the front green space would retain an element of
openness, preventing the site appearing unduly cramped or overdeveloped due to
the second vehicular access.
• However, it is likely that occupants of the HMO would have individual domestic
arrangements and schedules. As such, it is reasonable to conclude there would be a
higher level of comings and goings than from a property occupied only by one family,
who would likely share common activities and make shared trips.
• Based on the proposed occupancy level, these comings and goings would likely result
in a significant increase in the level of activity associated with the property. This
would lead to an increase in noise and disturbance. Given the lack of HMOs in the
street, this noise and activity would be out of place in the quiet, suburban surrounds.
• I acknowledge other HMOs have been approved within the wider area. However, I
have limited information on the specifics of the immediate surrounds where these
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applications were approved and note that in one case reference is made to other
HMOs nearby, Queen Eleanor’s Road has no other HMOs and based on my
observations the addition of the proposal would be out of place within this otherwise
tranquil, residential setting.
The proposal would therefore have an adverse effect on the character and
appearance of the surrounding area. As such, it would fail to comply with Policy D1 of
the Guildford Borough Local Plan: Strategy and Sites 2015 – 2034, adopted 25 April
2019 and the National Planning Policy Framework, which together seek to ensure
development respects surrounding character.
It is unclear from the submitted plans whether the floorspace for proposed en-suites
would include areas under the stairs. If this were the case, I agree that, due to
inadequate headspace, the size of these rooms would be unusable. However, it has
been confirmed by the appellant that the floorspace calculations do not include
space under the stairs, leaving an area of 3.5 sqm per en-suite. I consider that this,
while small, would be an adequate and reasonable space for the comfortable use of
these rooms. I further consider based on the information and plans provided that
there would be adequate, useable space in the loft bedrooms so as to ensure the
living conditions of future occupiers are not compromised in this regard.
Concerns have also been raised regarding noise, and the lack of submitted
information on soundproofing. The proposed conversion to HMO use would
inevitably lead to more people with individual schedules living at the property. As
such, I acknowledge that there would be potential for additional noise within the
building, particularly in the shared areas on the ground floor.
While bedrooms would be located directly above these communal areas, this is not
an uncommon arrangement, even in HMOs and the proposal would have to ensure a
degree of sound proofing to comply with building regulations. In any event, had the
proposal been acceptable in all other aspects, I am satisfied that the Council’s
concerns could be addressed by way of a suitably worded condition requiring
approval of a noise impact assessment prior to the commencement of development.
For the reasons given above, the proposal would provide adequate living conditions
for future occupiers with regards to noise and the provision of internal floorspace. As
such, it would comply with Policy G1 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan 2003 and
the National Planning Policy Framework, which together seek to ensure adequate
living conditions.
For the reasons given, the proposal would not accord with the development plan
when taken as a whole. There are no material considerations worthy of sufficient
weight that indicate the appeal should be determined other than in accordance with
the development plan. The appeal should therefore be dismissed.
COSTS – REFUSED
The appeal was against the refusal of planning permission for the change of use from
residential C3 (Dwelling House) to house of multiple occupation (sui generis).
Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) advises that, irrespective of the outcome of the
appeal, costs may be awarded against a party who has behaved unreasonably and
thereby caused the party applying for costs to incur unnecessary expense in the
appeal process. The applicant contends that the Council has acted as such in: not
determining similar cases in a consistent manner; making vague and generalised
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9.

assertions about the proposal’s impact; delaying the decision; and failing to inform
the applicant who was part of the decision-making process.
The applicant states that the Council did not deal with similar cases in a consistent
manner, citing examples of other HMO development in the wider area that have
been permitted and a similar front layout permitted at the site. However, assessment
on the setting of a development as a whole must be done on a case-by-case basis
given that the circumstances of each case will differ. This issue is a matter of planning
judgement. It will be seen from my decision that I afforded limited weight to the
other applications and developments cited and it was not unreasonable for the
Council to do the same.
The applicant further argues that the Council made vague and generalised
statements in its assessment. However, the Council clearly set out the various
reasons why the proposal should be refused, with specific reference to the
development plan and other material considerations. The statements made are not
vague or generalised. Whilst it will be seen from my decision that I have taken a
different view from the Council on a number of matters, overall its decision is not so
inadequate or irrational as to amount to unreasonable behaviour.
With regards to the time taken to make the decision, I acknowledge that the parties
agreed an extension until 10 September. While no further extension was agreed, and
it is unfortunate that the Council further delayed the decision, the applicant was kept
up to date via regular communication from the Council as to the status of the
application until the issue of the decision. Even acknowledging the delay, I do not
consider that the Council acted unreasonably in this regard.
Finally, while the applicant was not provided contact details for each person at the
Council who was reviewing or advising on their application, on the basis of the
evidence provided they were informed as to the case officer. This is standard practice
and does not amount to unreasonable behaviour on the part of the Council.
therefore find that unreasonable behaviour resulting in unnecessary or wasted
expense as described in the Planning Practice Guidance has not been demonstrated,
and an award of costs is not justified.

Mr A Richards
52 and 54 Weyside Road, Guildford, Surrey, GU1 1HX
20/P/01900 – The development proposed is described as the demolition of two semidetached houses and two semi-detached replacement houses.
Delegated Decision – To Refuse
Decision – DISMISSED
Summary of Inspector’s Conclusions:
• The demolition of the original dwellings due to poor structural integrity is not
contested by any party. This appeal, therefore, turns on the impacts of the proposed
replacements.
• The 4 main issues are the effect of the proposed development on a) the
character and appearance of the area; b) the living conditions of the occupants of
Nos 50 and 56 Weyside Road with specific regard to outlook and privacy; c) the
appropriateness of the Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) in determining the proposed
development’s effect on the flood risk for the surrounding area; and d) the setting of
the River Wey Navigation Conservation Area (CA).
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The appeal site is situated on Weyside Road and forms part of a row of semidetached residential properties which back onto the River Wey. The properties are
generally similar in style with hipped roofs and side facing frontages. They all follow
a similar building line set back behind small front gardens, usually behind low
boundary treatments, and with driveways to the side. To the rear the gardens are
reasonably sized and slope gently to the river. The similarity form and appearance,
and the cadence created by the regular spacing between properties characterises
Weyside Road.
The appeal site constitutes 2 residential plots. Although demolished, the
originally dwellings were similar in size, form, and appearance to the
neighbouring properties with parking to the sides. However, they were located
further back in the plot so had larger front gardens.
Although the proposal retains the semi-detached form of the previous properties,
they would be substantially larger. The proposed new building would be nearly as
wide as the site. Both properties would include accommodation in the roof space,
requiring small side gables breaking into the half-hipped roof form and rear facing
dormer windows. They would both also have single storey rear extensions to
increase ground floor space. This means that the proposal would look oversized in
relation to other properties along Weyside Road. It would considerably reduce the
space between the new properties and the adjacent semi-detached pairs and include
design features, such as forward-facing front doors and side gables, which would out
of character with its surroundings.
The set back location would draw attention to the new building and due to the site
narrowing towards the river further exacerbate the visual impact of the width of the
proposal. That the previous dwellings were similarly located on the site is noted.
Nevertheless, there is no policy requirement for replacement dwellings to replicate
original positioning.
The proposal would also prioritise parking to the front of the new properties and not
garden. Front gardens form an important part of the surrounding area creating a
more verdant character to the road and ensuring the street scene is not dominated
by hard standing. The lack of front gardens within the proposal undermines this
character and would negatively impact on the appearance of the site as well as its
relationship with the road.
Consequently, the proposal would significantly harm the character and appearance
of the area. This would be contrary to Policy D1 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan:
Strategy and Sites 2015-2034 (LPSS); saved Policy G5 of the Guildford Borough Local
Plan (LP), and paragraph 130 of the National Planning Policy Framework (the
Framework) insofar as they relate to design, character and appearance.
The rear gardens of the properties on Weyside Road are open in aspect with views
over the water. However, the gardens do have limited privacy, restricted mainly to
the areas close to the rear of the properties. This is due to mutual overlooking
between properties and the reciprocal views from the footpath on the opposite side
of the river.
The proposed front elevation would be broadly in line with the rear elevation of No
50 and setback entirely behind No 56. The proximity of the proposal to the
boundaries with Nos 50 and 56 means the full depth and height of the proposed side
elevations would border a large part of the rear gardens of both properties.
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• Although the proposal would not affect the views across the river for Nos 50 and 56,
it would significantly curtail the characteristically open aspect to the rear for both
properties. The proposed 2-storey height would enclose the garden immediately to
the rear of each property, dominating that space and harming the outlook for the
occupants of both Nos 50 and 56.
• The proposed forward-facing windows would provide direct views into the rear
windows and garden of No 56. This would constitute a significant loss of privacy for
the occupants of that property. The ability to see into the garden from across the
river, and the proposed use of obscure glazing for side facing windows does not alter
the unacceptable relationship between the rear of No 56 and the front windows of
the proposed dwellings.
• Therefore, the proposed development would significantly harm the living conditions
of the occupants of Nos 50 and 56 Weyside Road with specific regard to outlook and
privacy, contrary to LP Policy G1(3) insofar as it relates to neighbouring occupants
living conditions.
• The appeal scheme would conflict with the development plan as a whole, for the
reasons given above. There are no sufficiently weighted material considerations,
including the Framework, that would indicate a decision
otherwise. The appeal should, therefore, be dismissed.
• COSTS - REFUSED
• Appeal made by Mr A Richards against Guildford Borough Council. The appeal was
against the refusal of planning permission for the demolition of 2 semi-detached
houses and 2 semi-detached replacement houses.
• The Planning Practice Guidance advises that costs may be awarded against a party
who has behaved unreasonably and thereby caused the party applying for costs to
incur unnecessary or wasted expense in the appeal process. Unreasonable behaviour
can be considered as either substantive or procedural in nature.
• The applicant considers that the Council behaved unreasonably on procedural
matters by not issuing a decision for 19 months. On substantive matters the
unreasonable behaviour is cited as not referring to the previous permissions or
taking into account the need for demolition thus requiring a new planning
application; by not commenting on the submitted floor risk assessment (FRA); and by
not taking into consideration a lack of policy change since the previous approved
extension applications.
• The time taken for the decision to be issued was considerable, and the Council have
explained this to be the result of high workloads, COVID19 emergency restrictions
and a lack of staff. The applicant at any stage after the expiration of the statutory
time limit (as set out in article 34 of the Town and Country Planning (Development
Management Procedure (England) Order 2015 (as amended)) could have submitted
an appeal against non-determination as well as enacting the planning guarantee. As
such there were other courses of action open to the applicant that could have
expedited the issuing of a decision, and these were not taken.
The application was submitted after the substantial demolition of the original
dwellings and the permissions to extend them have expired. Therefore, if the
original dwellings still stood new planning applications would have needed to be
submitted for the extensions. Notwithstanding this the demolition of the
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• dwellings requires planning permission. The planning process allows for applications
to be submitted retrospectively to ensure, along with other reasons, that when
works must be undertaken for safety reasons (as in this case) there is a procedure to
allow for the appropriate permission to be sort after the fact. The requirement by
the Council for a new planning application to cover the demolition and replacement
is not therefore inappropriate nor unreasonable.
• It is a matter of fact that the appeal site is partially within Flood Zones 2 and 3 and as
such an FRA would be required, details of which are set out within the National
Planning Policy Framework and Planning Policy Guidance. The submitted information
does not comply with or answer the objectives set out in the guidance and therefore
is not adequate or appropriate. However, the Council could have been more
proactive on this matter and provided the applicant with more details as to what an
appropriate FRA of this nature should include, even if it was clear the application was
going to fail, rather than simply disregarding the information submitted. This could
have allowed the applicant the opportunity to rectify this matter and removing a
reason for refusal. Nevertheless, the removal of this reason for refusal would not
have made the proposed development acceptable as it was refused on multiple
grounds, so in this case, the lack of proactivity does not constitute unreasonable
behaviour.
• It is noted that the policy position should have been the same for the previous
extension applications and the application which forms the basis of this appeal.
However, the application being appealed also includes the considerations relating to
the demolition of the original dwellings and the construction of new dwellings, and
therefore is materially different. Nevertheless, the Council did ultimately issue a
reasoned decision notice citing relevant development plan policies which complies
with section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 as amended.
The Council’s position in respect of the scheme is therefore a matter of planning
judgement and fairly substantiated.
• I therefore find that unreasonable behaviour resulting in unnecessary or wasted
expense, as described in the Planning Practice Guidance, has not been
demonstrated.
10. Mr M Keane
Land between Smugglers End and Merlins, Smugglers Way, The Sands, Farnham, Surrey
21/P/00535 – The development proposed is erection
Planning Committee – Refused 8 Sept 2021
Officer’s Recommendation – To Approve
Decision – DISMISSED
Summary of Inspector’s Conclusions:
• The main issues are the effect of the proposal on character and appearance of the
host dwelling and surrounding area; and
• The effect of the proposal on the living conditions of the occupants of the
neighbouring property at No.100 Broad Street, with particular regard to light and
outlook.
• The appeal property is a two-storey semi-detached dwelling located on the northern
side of Broad Street. It features an existing part two-storey part single storey rear
extension as well as a small rear dormer window. On my site visit, I observed that the
neighbouring property at No. 100 Broad Street also features small single storey rear
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and side extensions however my attention has been drawn to the fact that the
adjoining dwelling benefits from planning permission for the construction of a twostorey rear extension with a pitched roof (ref. 20/P/00643) granted in May 2020.
The appellant has highlighted the fact that the amended design with the pitched roof
would mirror the two-storey extension at No.100 granted in 2020 however as I have
found that it would be prejudicial to the Council and neighbouring residents to
include amended plan nos. 20001 Rev. 3 and 90001in my decision-making, I must
therefore consider the proposal as it was originally submitted.
The proposed two-storey rear extension would feature a flat-roofed element at first
floor level which would jar with the appearance and form of the appeal dwelling
which is characterised by a pitched roof at the rear. I find that it would appear
awkward and bulky and, as such, I concur with the Council that the flat roofed
element would detract from the character of the dwelling.
Furthermore, the proposed enlargement of the dormer window would also add
considerable bulk to the roof given it would occupy almost the entire depth of the
rear roof slope. I find it would appear excessively large and would further extend the
amount of flat roof. Also, as it would sit awkwardly on top of the proposed first floor
element, it would be read as an incoherent and disproportionate addition to the
property.
The architectural form of the resultant dwelling would appear disjointed and topheavy and would fail to harmonise with the surrounding context given there are no
properties in the vicinity which feature flat roofs at first floor level.
The proposal would therefore adversely impact the character and appearance of the
host dwelling and surrounding area. It would conflict with Policy D1 of the Guildford
Borough Local Plan: Strategy and Sites document (LPSS), Saved Policy G5 of the
Guildford Borough Local Plan 2003, the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
and the ‘Residential Extensions and Alterations’ Supplementary Planning Document
(SPD) which together seek to ensure proposals are well designed and contribute
positively to the character and appearance of the surrounding area in which they lie.
In light of the two-storey rear extension permitted at No.100 as part of application
ref. 20/P/00643, the proposed first floor infill extension would not project beyond
the neighbour's rear elevation. The proposed development would flank the adjoining
two-storey extension and would thus not appear overbearing or result in a loss of
light and outlook for the neighbouring occupiers.
The proposal would therefore not adversely impact the living conditions of the
neighbouring occupants with regards to a loss of light and outlook. It would not
conflict with Policy G1 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan 2003, the NPPF or the SPD
which together seek to ensure proposals do not harm the amenities enjoyed by
neighbouring occupants.
Although the proposal would not harm the living conditions of the neighbouring
occupiers, it would adversely impact the character and appearance of the host
dwelling and surrounding area. Given this, the proposal would conflict with the
development plan as a whole and there are no other considerations, including the
provisions of the NPPF, which outweigh this finding.
For the reasons given above and having had regard to all other matters raised, I
recommend that the appeal should be dismissed.
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11. Amalfi Investments LLP
Land at 19 Pilgrim’s Way, Guildford, GU4 8AD
21/P/01201 – The development proposed is formation of vehicular access and erection of a
two-storey dwelling on land to the rear of 19 Pilgrims Way with associated parking and
landscaping.
Delegated Decision – To Refuse
Decision – DISMISSED
Summary of Inspector’s Conclusions:
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

The main issues are the effect of the proposal on the character and appearance of
the area; and
The effect of the proposal on the living conditions of existing and future occupiers of
no 19 Pilgrims Way, with particular regard to outlook.
The appeal site lies within an established residential area predominantly
characterised by large dwellings set within verdant and extensive grounds. The
majority of the properties are set back from the road, with clearly defined frontages
to the street. These characteristics give the locality a pleasant and spacious suburban
feel. The appeal property, an imposing two-storey house, and the large size of the
plot reflect the prevailing pattern of development.
The subdivision of the appeal site to enable the construction of an additional
dwelling would significantly reduce the spacious nature of the plot, which presently
makes an important contribution to the character of the surrounding area. Whilst a
reasonably sized garden would be provided as part of the development, the scale of
the new dwelling would be excessive and appear as a disproportionate addition
relative to the size of the plot.
The proposal would sit as an uncharacteristic and discordant feature, which would
fail to reflect the prevailing pattern of development in the locality. My attention has
been drawn to other examples of infill developments, for instance at no’s 5, 7 and 7a
Pilgrims Way, but these appear to have successfully blended into their surroundings,
as they are to a very large extent hidden by mature vegetation. There is a separate
dwelling to the rear of no 9 Pilgrims Way, a Grade II listed building, but the
subdivision of the plot is not particularly obvious within the street scene, and, in the
absence of further information, I am unable to ascertain whether the details of this
particular scheme are comparable to the appeal scheme. Whilst no 19 Pilgrims
would to a degree screen the new house, the incongruous nature of the proposal
would nevertheless be visible from neighbouring properties and would also be
evident within the public realm, notably due to the proposed access.
The creation of a narrow vehicular access along the boundary shared with no 17
Pilgrims Way and erection of close boarded fencing would emphasise the severance
of the plot. It would also appear far from subtle, especially as the area proposed for
hedgerow planting is unlikely to thrive in such a narrow space, and thus would be
ineffective in softening the visual impact caused by the subdivision of the appeal
site.
My attention has been drawn to a development within relative proximity to the
appear site, at no 5 Echo Pit Road, where planning permission has recently been
granted for the demolition of the existing house and the erection of two dwellings
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with garages. As shown on the presented evidence, the new dwellings both front
Echo Pit Road and the circumstances of this development do not therefore represent
a direct parallel to the appeal scheme. The appellant’s submissions have referred to
a number of other backland developments, but these have taken place in the
context of a different road frontage and are therefore considered of limited
relevance to the proposal before me.
For the foregoing reasons, the proposal would harmfully erode the character and
appearance of the area. It would therefore fail to accord with Policy D1 of the
Guildford Borough Local Plan: Strategy and Sites 2015-2034 (LPSS), Saved Policy G5
of the Guildford Borough Local Plan 2003 (LP). Amongst other things, these require
new developments to achieve high quality design that responds to distinctive local
character of the area in which it is set. The appeal scheme would also be contrary to
Section 12 of the National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) and the
National Design Guide, which seek to ensure that development proposals are
influenced by local character and the characteristics of existing built form.
The proposed dwelling would be sited to the rear of no 19 Pilgrims Way, and on
higher ground than this existing property. As part of the development, a close
boarded fence would be installed on the boundary shared by the two houses, and
tall bay trees would also be planted to provide additional privacy. The windows sited
on the southern elevation of the new dwelling would not serve habitable rooms and
are proposed to remain obscure glazed.
Whilst the property would be constructed on higher ground, the proposed twostorey element would be sited at reasonable distance away from no 19 Pilgrims Way.
And although I have reservations regarding the vegetation’s ability to develop in
such a constrained area (between the garage and the fence) and thus provide
screening, the separation distance would ensure that the development does not
appear overbearing or oppressive, when viewed from no 19 Pilgrims Way or its rear
garden.
Given the above, I am satisfied that the appeal scheme would have no unacceptable
effect on the living conditions of the neighbouring occupiers of no 19 Pilgrims Way,
having particular regard to outlook. There would consequently be no conflict with
Saved Policies G1(3) and H4 of the LP which require the amenities enjoyed by
occupants of buildings to be protected from unneighbourly development, as well as
paragraph 130 of the Framework.
The appeal scheme would contribute towards housing supply and choice. It would
also support the local economy to some extent. However, these benefits would be
outweighed by the harm which the proposal would cause to the character and
appearance of the area. There are no material considerations, which indicate that
the appeal should be determined, other than in accordance with the development
plan. For the reasons detailed above, and having regard to all other matters raised, I
conclude that the appeal should be dismissed.
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12. Black Onyx Projects Ltd
Land to the rear of 164-176 New Road, Chilworth, GU4 8LX
21/P/01761 – The development proposed is formation of vehicular access and erection of 5
no. two storey dwellings on land to the rear of 146-176 New Road with associated parking
and landscaping.
Delegated Decision – To Refuse
Decision – DISMISSED
Summary of Inspector’s Conclusions:
• The main issues are the effect of the proposal on the character and appearance of
the area and;
• Whether the proposal would provide a satisfactory living environment for the
intended occupiers of the development, having particular regard to the size of the
accommodation; and
• The effect of the proposal on the living conditions of the neighbouring occupiers of
no’s 174 and 176 New Road, having particular regard to noise and disturbance.
• The appeal site lies within an established residential area typically characterised by
dwellings with clearly defined frontages to the street and set within long but
relatively narrow plots. The detailed design of the properties and spacing between
buildings, together with the established landscaping, give the area a pleasant feel.
Infill developments have also become an important aspect of the character and
appearance of this area and have generally been carried out in a comprehensive
manner.
• The site is adjacent to the railway line and currently forms part of the garden area of
no’s 174 and 176 New Road, which also extends to the rear of several other
residential properties. The proposal would represent a significant intensification of
development on the site, not only in respect of the number of dwellings relative to
the size of the plot, but also the footprint of the buildings and hardstanding areas
required for the provision of access and parking.
• By reason of the restricted depth of the site and its overly complicated layout, some
of the dwellings would sit tightly against at least one of their side boundaries. The
dwellings would not benefit from front gardens and would have little defensible
space. These various elements are symptomatic of a proposal which would lead to
the creation of a cramped and congested form of development and cause significant
harm to the surrounding area. The piecemeal approach of the scheme would also be
evident, in that it would fail to have regard to the alignment and pattern created by
other infill schemes which have been completed in the locality.
• The harm would be exacerbated by the loss of vegetation required as part of the
development, not only for the construction of the houses but also the creation of the
vehicular access. The proposed built forms and hardstanding would leave limited
scope for the provision of meaningful landscaping to soften the visual impact of the
development. It is for instance regrettable that the main view from the driveway
would be onto the side boundary of plot 5, which would also be surrounded by
hardstanding. This is not a matter which is my view could be satisfactorily addressed
by condition.
• For these reasons, the appeal scheme would cause unacceptable harm to the
character and appearance of the area and would therefore fail to accord with Policy
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D1 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan 2015-2034 – Adopted 25 April 2019 (the 2019
LP), Saved Policies G5 and NE5 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan 2003 – Adopted
January 2003 (the 2003 LP). Amongst other things, these policies seek to ensure that
all new developments achieve high quality design that responds to distinctive local
character of the area in which it is set. Similarly the proposal would be contrary to
paragraph 130 of the National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) and the
National Design Guide, which seek to ensure that new developments function well
and add to the overall quality of the area.
The Council has raised concerns regarding the living environment which would be
created for future occupiers of the development, having particular regard to the size
of Bedroom 2, as shown on the proposed floor plans for the new dwellings. Policies
H1 and D1 of the 2019 LP require new residential development to conform to the
nationally described space standards as set out by the Government. The standard
notably requires single bedrooms to have a floor area of at least 7.5 square metres.
The amended plans submitted by the appellant during the course of the appeal show
minor alterations to the first-floor internal layout of the proposed dwellings, which in
effect increase the size of Bedroom 2. Whilst these changes would reduce the size of
the bathroom for each unit, these would have no negative effect on the living
environment which would be created for future residents. Accordingly, I am satisfied
that the proposed houses would provide a satisfactory living environment for future
occupiers, and thus find no conflict with Policies H1 and D1 of the 2019 LP.
The proposed driveway would be adjacent to the side boundaries of no’s 174 and 176
New Road and run along the entire length of their rear gardens. However, these
neighbouring properties front a busy thoroughfare, and their rear boundary is
adjacent to the railway line. In this context and having regard to the available
evidence, which includes a Noise Review, the additional vehicular movements
generated by five additional dwellings would be limited. Noise levels associated with
car movements would in all likelihood remain acceptable and relatively brief.
is also reasonable to expect that some form of boundary treatment would be
installed along the side boundaries of these neighbouring properties, which would to
some extent soften noise levels. Overall, the appeal scheme would not therefore
cause significant harm to the living conditions of the occupiers of no’s 174 and 176
New Road, or affect the enjoyment of their rear garden, having regard to noise and
disturbance. There would consequently be no conflict with Saved Policy G1(3) of the
2003 LP, which seek to ensure that the amenities enjoyed by occupants of buildings
are protected from unneighbourly development, notably in terms of noise.
The appeal scheme would make a contribution towards housing supply and choice, as
support the local economy to some degree. However, these benefits would be
outweighed by the harm caused by the proposal. There are no material
considerations, which indicate that the appeal should be determined, other than in
accordance with the development plan. For the reasons detailed above, and having
regard to all other matters raised, I conclude that the appeal should be dismissed.
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13. Mr G Burton
Manaton, Mount Pleasant, West Horsley, Leatherhead, KT24 6BJ
22/P/00117 – The development proposed is described as alterations to existing loft with
addition of two dormers.
Delegated Decision – To Refuse
Decision – DISMISSED
Summary of Inspector’s Conclusions:
• The main issue is the effect of the proposal on the character and appearance of the
host pair of semi-detached dwellings and the character of the immediate surrounding
area.
• Mount Pleasant is characterised by a broad range of detached and semi-detached
bungalows, chalet bungalows and two storey houses. The pairs of semi-detached
dwellings are symmetrical in appearance and include a number of dwelling types and
designs that are repeated within the road. This symmetry makes a strong
contribution to the ordered and uncluttered character and appearance of the street
scene.
• The appeal dwelling comprises one of a pair of symmetrically designed semidetached chalet bungalows. The pair of dwellings have fully hipped roofs; matching
front projections with hipped roofs; and front dormer windows sitting alongside each
other. To the rear they similarly have small projecting rear wings, although the
adjoining dwelling, Elmside, also has a large flat roofed dormer window.
• The rear garden of the appeal property abuts the rear gardens of the dwellings
fronting onto Cranmore Lane, which are included in the West Horsley Conservation
Area (WHCA). The WHCA encompasses the core of the village and includes a diverse
range of buildings of different ages and constructed from a range of materials,
including flint, brick, render exposed timber framing and plain clay tiles. The WHCA
also includes farmland and farm buildings located to the west of The Street. This
diverse mix of buildings and rural land, together with the abundance of trees, hedges,
narrow roads and verges contribute to the varied rural village character, appearance
and significance of the WHCA.
• Together and amongst other things, paragraph 130 of the National Planning Policy
Framework (the Framework), policy G5 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan 2003 (LP)
and policy D1 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan: Strategy and Sites (2019) (LPSS),
require new development to be visually attractive as a result of good architecture;
maintain a strong sense of place; and respond to the distinctive local landscape
character. Policy WH2 (ii) of the West Horsley Neighbourhood Plan 2016–2034 (NP) is
consistent with this.
• Sections 1 and 3 of the Council’s Residential Extensions and Alterations
Supplementary Planning Document 2018 (SPD), state that the purpose of the
guidance is to assist in the design of extensions and provides advice on ways to
provide extra accommodation. It explains that the roof of a dwelling has a major
impact on the dwelling’s character, which forms an important role within the street
scene. The SPD advises that dormer roof extensions should normally be positioned to
the rear of the property and should be sympathetic to the existing roof and the host
property as a whole. They should normally be subordinate to the roof, sit below the
ridge line and occupy no more than half the width or depth of the roof. The proposed
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fenestration should reflect the proportions and style of the existing windows and
normally align with the windows below.
The proposed rear dormer extension would be comparable in scale and position to
the existing dormer extension to the rear of Elmside, although it would have a crown
roof as opposed to a flat roof. The crown roof and walls of the proposed rear dormer
would be clad in plain tiles to match and blend in with the existing roof. It would sit
slightly below the main ridge line and both above and recessed back from the existing
eaves line. The proposed rear dormer would be contained between the existing
chimney and the rear projecting wing. Although not in alignment with those below,
the proposed windows would respect the proportions and strong vertical lines of the
existing windows.
As a result of these factors, although the proposed rear dormer extension would
exceed half the width of the existing roof, it would be visually contained and would
respect and blend in readily with the roof-scape of the pair of dwellings. As stated in
Section 1 of the SPD the borough is diverse and varied in character. Whilst the
guidance indicates the most common planning and design considerations which
should be taken into account, it cannot reflect every individual situation.
Conversely, the proposed side dormer would project out from the main side roofslope of the dwelling, to the rear of the hipped front projecting wing. As a
consequence, it would dilute and detract from the existing roof design. In particular,
it would detract from the detailing of the deep and wide main hipped roof, the
roofline of the front projecting wing, the symmetry of the pair of dwellings and the
uncluttered roof-scape within the immediate area.
This harm would outweigh the benefits for the appellant and their family that would
result from the proposed additional accommodation. Further, it is not something that
could be adequately dealt with through the imposition of conditions.
It is acknowledged that a nearby dwelling has side facing dormers. However, this
relates to a detached dwelling and the dormers are on both sides the roof-slope. As
such the roof of the dwelling is symmetrical in appearance when viewed from Mount
Pleasant.
Concerning the WHCA, Section 16 of the Framework states that when considering the
impact of a development on the significance of a designated heritage asset, including
its setting, great weight should be given to its conservation. Any harm resulting from
development within its setting should require clear and convincing reasons.
The proposed dormer windows would be partially screened from the rear gardens of
the adjacent dwellings in Cranmore Lane by mature planting and trees. They would
be fully screened from Cranmore Lane by buildings, fences and planting. As such the
proposal would preserve the WHCA and would not detract from its significance.
Finally, in view of my findings regarding the acceptability of the proposed rear
dormer extension, I have considered the possibility of issuing a split decision.
However, as the proposed dormer extensions are physically and functionally
connected through the proposed internal layout, in this instance this is not possible.
I conclude that the proposal would unacceptably harm the character and appearance
of the host dwelling, the pair of dwellings and the immediate surrounding area.
Accordingly, it would conflict with LP Policy G5, LPSS Policy D1, NP Policy WH2 (ii),
section 3.3 of the SPD and paragraph 130 of the Framework.
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14. Mr Matthew Christie
3 The Cottages, 220 Epsom Road, Guildford, GU1 2RG
21/P/02028 – The development proposed is described as proposed single storey side and
rear extension.
Delegated Decision – To Refuse
Decision – DISMISSED
Summary of Inspector’s Conclusions:
• The main issue is the effect of the proposal on the scale and character of the host
dwelling and the character of the surrounding area.
•

•

•

•

•

The appeal site is located within a mixed commercial and residential area fronting
Epsom Road. The Paddock is a small residential lane comprising individually designed
family houses constructed from a range of materials. The dwellings occupy varied
sized plots, which are primarily separated from each other by mature hedges. Their
informal layout together with the stone wall adjacent to the appeal property, the
narrow width of the lane and the abundance of trees and soft planting contribute to
the informal and verdant edge of settlement character and appearance of the lane.
The appeal site is located adjacent to the junction of Epsom Road and The Paddock.
The site is screened from Epsom Road by mature planting and trees and is separated
from The Paddock by a tall stone wall, with planting on both sides. The appeal
dwelling comprises a modern detached one and half storey family house with a
hipped crown roof. It is one of three dwellings which front towards Epsom Road,
although the side boundary of the property is immediately alongside The Paddock.
Amongst other things, paragraph 130 of the National Planning Policy Framework (the
Framework), states that new development should be visually attractive as a result of
good architecture; maintain a strong sense of place and add to the overall quality of
the area. Paragraph 134 of the Framework states that development that is not well
designed should be refused. Consistent with this policies G1 & G5 of the Guildford
Borough Local Plan 2003 (LP) and policy D1 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan:
Strategy and Sites (2019) (LPSS), require new development to achieve high quality
design. It should respond to the distinctive local landscape character and integrate
into the existing landscape. LP Policy H8 deals with extensions to dwellings and states
that they should not have an adverse effect on the character of the dwelling, its
existing context and immediate surroundings.
Section 3.1 of the Council’s Residential Extensions and Alterations Supplementary
Planning Document 2018 (SPD), explains that as a general rule side extensions should
not be visually dominant or exceed half the width of the house and should be set
back from the front building line. It advises that there may be exceptions to this rule
if the impact on the existing and neighbouring properties is limited or can be
mitigated.
Section 3.2 of the SPD states that the primary consideration for single storey rear
extensions is the impact on the rear amenity space and that of the neighbouring
property. Applications will be judged on a case-by-case basis. Care should be taken to
ensure the extension does not detract from the original house and the optimum
length of a rear extension should reflect the scale and proportions of the host
dwelling. Variations can apply to detached houses depending on the size of the plot
and the orientation of the dwelling in relation to neighbouring properties.
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The single storey side element of the proposed extension would be set back from the
front building line of the host dwelling. The front section of the side extension would
fill most of the gap between the side wall of the host dwelling and the existing stone
boundary wall, which is in excess of two metres in height, with planting projecting
above it. This part of the extension would have a crown roof which would match that
of the host dwelling; the front wall of the extension would be finished with brickwork
to match the host dwelling; and the front timber framed window would respect the
proportions and detailing of the existing windows.
The rear section of the side extension and the rear element of the overall extension
would project 4.3 metres beyond the rear building line of the host dwelling. They
would share a flat roof with three lantern rooflights within it and their brickwork
walls would match the host dwelling. Whilst the rear elevation of the rear/side
extension would be largely glazed, it would be contained within the rear garden and
would respect the strong horizontal lines of the host dwelling.
In these respects, the proposed side/rear extension would respect and blend in
appropriately with the scale and character of the host dwelling. Also, as the part of
the extension that sits to the side of the existing dwelling ranges from 2.1 to 3.2
metres wide, it would comply with the width guidelines set out in the SPD.
However, this is not the end of the matter. The existing side stone boundary wall
occupies a prominent position close to the entrance to The Paddock and makes a
valuable contribution to the character and appearance of the lane. The appellant has
confirmed that this boundary wall would be retained and would screen the rendered
flank wall of the side extension. The retention of the boundary wall would be
important both due to the contribution it makes to the street scene and because,
although render is used elsewhere within The Paddock, it is not used along
boundaries. Due to its combined height, length, rendered finish and siting within The
Paddock, the flank wall of the proposed side extension would appear stark and
suburban, should the boundary wall be removed. It would unacceptably detract from
the character and appearance of the lane.
If the boundary wall is to be retained, it is unclear how the rendering of the flank wall
of the proposed extension would be achieved. The appellant has advised in their
appeal statement that the gap between the boundary wall and the flank wall of the
proposed side extension would be filled with render. However, the size of the gap
between the flank wall of the extension and the boundary wall is not stated and the
submitted drawings indicate that the rear part of the side extension kinks away from
the boundary wall. They also appear to show that the flank wall of the proposed side
extension would be set in from the eaves line of the proposed extension. As the
boundary wall is not shown on the drawings it is unclear whether the proposed eaves
would sit inside the wall or overhang it.
Overall, there is a lack of clarity concerning the proposed relationship between the
flank wall of the side element of the proposed extension and the boundary wall.
Whilst these are small details, they have the potential to have a material impact on
the effect of the proposed extension on the character and appearance of the host
dwelling and the street scene. As such, it is not a matter that could be satisfactorily
dealt with by condition. It is also not a matter that could be dealt with by requesting
revised drawings, as any such drawings would need to first be formally considered by
the local planning authority.
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This uncertainty over the impact of the proposal on the character and appearance of
the host dwelling and the surrounding area outweighs the benefits for the appellant
and their family that would result from the proposed additional accommodation.
For these reasons I conclude that, on the basis of the drawings and information
submitted, it has not been demonstrated that the proposal would respect and blend
in appropriately with the character and appearance of the host dwelling and the
character of the surrounding area. Accordingly, it fails to comply with LP Policies G1,
G5 & H8, LPSS Policy D1, section 3 of the SPD and paragraph 130 of the Framework.

15. Mr Graham French
30 Litchfield Way, Guildford, GU2 7QH
21/P/02701 – The development proposed is described as development of a rear dormer.
Delegated Decision – To Refuse
Decision – DISMISSED
Summary of Inspector’s Conclusions:
• The main issue is the effect of the proposal on the character and appearance of the
surrounding area, Onslow Village Conservation Area (OVCA) and the significance of
the OVCA.
• The character, appearance and significance of the OVCA essentially relate to its
design as a ‘Garden City estate’ modelled on the ideas of Ebenezar Howard’s Garden
City Movement.
• The dwellings occupy mature landscaped gardens and face towards narrow roads,
often with planted verges and interspersed with areas of open space. The dwellings
are harmoniously designed to relate to each other and their positions within the
street scape. They are constructed from a limited palette of materials and typically,
have uncluttered, steeply pitched roofs, with prominent front facing gables and
prominent chimneys. Below roof level the windows are made from timber and have
small panes. All of these features contribute to the cohesive village character and
appearance of the OVCA and its significance.
• As advised in the officer report, the OVCA Study and Character Appraisal advises that
roof dormers are likely to disrupt the simplicity and clean lines of the villages
roofscape and to avoid their insertion.
• The appeal dwelling is located close to the junction of Litchfield Way and Vicarage
Close. It comprises one of a pair of symmetrically designed two storey houses with
hipped roofs, large projecting gables at either end and chimneys located centrally
and to the rear of each gable. The pair of dwellings are set back from the road behind
modest front gardens that are enclosed by hedges.
• To the rear the appeal dwelling has a two-storey extension with a hipped roof, which
projects across approximately half the width of the dwelling. It is similar to the rear
projecting wing of the adjacent semi-detached dwelling at 28 Litchfield Way. The
appeal dwelling also has a single storey rear extension with a flat roof and large areas
of glazing. At roof level the appeal dwelling has three modest sized rooflights within
the main roof-slope. Beyond the appeal dwelling the rear garden falls away towards
the rear gardens of the adjacent dwellings in Curling Vale.
• As indicated by the appellant, within the rear garden environment and this part of
the OVCA, there are a number of dwellings with dormer extensions. I am not aware
of all of their ages or planning status, although note that some pre-date the current
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development plan policies, supplementary advice and/or the National Planning Policy
Framework 2021 (Framework).
Overall, I find that the existing dormer extensions have assimilated into the roofscape
with varying degrees of success. The larger box style, flat roofed dormers, which
project close to the ridge and eaves lines are particularly prominent. Both individually
and collectively they have started to erode and detract from the ordered and
uncluttered roofscape. Some of the smaller dormer extensions, particularly those on
bungalows and chalet bungalows, have been more successful in blending in with the
character and appearance of their host buildings and the OVCA. Accordingly, rather
than set a precedent, the existing dormer extensions in the surrounding area serve to
illustrate how some roof additions have materially detracted from the character and
appearance of the dwellings concerned, their setting and the OVCA. They reinforce
the need to assess each proposal on its individual merits and in light of the prevailing
planning policies.
Section 72 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
requires that when assessing proposals for new development within a conservation
area, special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing its
character or appearance. Section 16 of the Framework states that when considering
the impact of a development on the significance of a designated heritage asset great
weight should be given to its conservation. Any harm requires clear and convincing
justification. Paragraph 202 of the Framework states that where a proposal would
lead to less than substantial harm to a designated heritage asset, this harm should be
weighed against any public benefits that would result from the proposal.
Policy D3 of the Guildford Borough Plan: Strategy and Sites 2019 (LPSS) and policy
HE7 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan 2003 (LP), are consistent with this. LP Policy
HE7 (3) states that consideration has to be given to the impact of development on
the townscape and roofscape of conservation areas.
Amongst other things, paragraph 130 of the Framework states that new
development should be visually attractive as a result of good architecture; maintain a
strong sense of place and add to the overall quality of the area. Consistent with this
LP Policy G5 and LPSS Policy D1 require new development to be designed to a high
quality. Development should respond to the distinctive local landscape character and
integrate into the existing landscape. Section 1 of the Council’s Residential Extensions
and Alterations Supplementary Planning Document 2018 (SPD), states that the
purpose of the guidance is to assist in the design of extensions and advises on the
best way to provide extra accommodation, whether they require planning permission
or fall within permitted development tolerances. Section 3.3 of the SPD explains that
the roof of a dwelling has a major impact on the dwellings character, which forms an
important role within the street scene. As such, roof extensions should be positioned
to the rear of the property and should be sympathetic and usually subordinate to the
existing roof and the dwelling as a whole. Roof extensions should usually sit below
the ridge line and occupy no more than half the width or depth of the roof. The
proposed fenestration should reflect the proportions and style of the existing
windows and normally align with the windows below. Notwithstanding this advice
the SPD acknowledges that the borough is diverse in character and that the guidance
cannot reflect every individual situation.
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The proposed rear dormer would occupy and elevated and prominent position within
the rear garden environment. It would project across a significant proportion of the
main rear roof-slope and would sit a short distance below the main ridge and above
the ridge line of the projecting rear extension. The proposed dormer extension would
have a primarily flat roof, which would project out from the existing roof plane by
approximately 2.5 metres and its rear elevation would sit close to the rear eaves line.
The inner edge of the proposed dormer’s roof would be hipped, which would leave
space around the central chimney, resulting in an asymmetric roof design. The
proposed rear fenestration would be full height and its depth and proportions would
be materially larger than those of the first-floor window below it.
As a result of these factors, notwithstanding the use of tile hanging to match the
existing roof, the proposed dormer extension would look unduly bulky and top heavy,
both in relation to the roof and rear elevation of the dwelling. The roofline of the
proposed dormer extension would appear awkward and due to its combined height
and width the proposed fenestration would exacerbate the bulky, top heavy and
prominent appearance of the dormer extension. It would unacceptably harm the
appearance of the host dwelling, the pair of dwellings and the roofscape as a whole.
When viewed from within the surrounding rear garden environment, from between
dwellings in Curling Vale and from the footpath between Curling Vale and Vicarage
Gate, it would materially detract from the character and appearance of the host
building, surrounding area and the OVCA.
Due to its siting on the rear roof slope of the appeal dwelling the harm the proposed
dormer extension would cause to the significance of the OVCA would be modest and
so less than significant. However, as required by paragraph 202 of the Framework,
this harm needs to be weighed against any public benefits resulting from the
proposal.
During its construction, the proposed dormer extension would provide direct and
indirect employment and so would contribute to the local economy. In addition, the
proposal would make full and effective use of the existing building and enhance its
energy efficiency. However, both individually and together these public benefits
would clearly fail to outweigh the harm that would be caused to the significance of
the OVCA.
It is acknowledged that the proposed scheme does not affect the front roof-slope of
the dwelling, the groupings of the dwellings or any trees. Also, that the chimney is
retained, and matching materials are used. However, the absence of harm to these
features does not mitigate the harm that would be caused by the proposal. Further,
the harm to the character, appearance and significance of the OVCA that would be
caused by the proposed development would outweigh the personal benefits for the
appellant and their family that would result from the proposed additional light,
headroom and increased insulation within their existing second floor bedroom.
Finally, it is acknowledged that, if located outside the OVCA the proposal may fall
within the permitted tolerances for a rear dormer extension and so would fall outside
the scope of the policies and proposals within the development plan. However, as
the proposal is within a conservation area, it needs to be assessed against the
prevailing policies and advice. Although some of these policies may be old, in relation
to the LP policies cited above, they are consistent with the Framework and the LPSS.
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I conclude that the proposal would materially harm the character and appearance of
the host dwelling, the surrounding area and the OVCA. The less than significant harm
the proposal would cause to the significance of the OVCA would not be outweighed
by any public benefits. Accordingly, the proposal would conflict with LP Policies G5 &
HE7, LPSS Policies D1 & D3, section 3.3 of the SPD and Section 16 and paragraph 130
of the Framework.
The conclusion on the main issue amounts to a reason for dismissing this appeal,
which could not be satisfactorily addressed through the imposition of conditions.

16. Mr Norman Lott
Manor House Cottage, Mill Lane, Pirbright, GU24 0BN
21/P/01753 – The development proposed is the erection of an oak framed home
office/garden store replacing an existing garden store outbuilding.
Decision – DISMISSED
Summary of Inspector’s Conclusions:
• The appeal site is within the Green Belt and therefore the main issues are whether
the proposal constitutes inappropriate development in the Green Belt for the
purposes of the National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) and
development plan policies;
• the effect of the proposal on the openness of the Green Belt; and,
• would any harm by reason of inappropriateness, and any other harm, be clearly
outweighed by other considerations so as to amount to the very
special circumstances required to justify the proposal.
• The appeal site is a detached dwelling situated in a secluded plot at the end of a
private road. There is an existing outbuilding that provides garden storage which is
located to the north of the dwelling and adjacent to a large, paved, area. The
proposal would remove this existing structure and erect a larger outbuilding that
would accommodate both garden storage and office space. The proposed outbuilding
would overlap the footprint of the existing garden shed to a small degree and would
be positioned closer to the main dwelling.
• Paragraph 147 of the Framework establishes that inappropriate development is, by
definition, harmful to the Green Belt and should not be approved except in very
special circumstances. Paragraph 149 outlines that the construction of new buildings
should be regarded as inappropriate, save for a number of exceptions. One of these
is the replacement of a building, provided the new building is in the same use and not
materially larger than the one it replaces.
• The evidence indicates that the proposed outbuilding would have a floor area of
approximately 28 square metres, which would represent an 86% increase from the
15 square metre footprint of the existing outbuilding. The height of the proposed
eaves would be broadly similar to the existing, however the proposed ridge height
would be approximately 4.3 metres compared to the 2.5 metre ridge height of the
existing building. While the use of the proposed outbuilding is the same as the one it
replaces, the proposed scheme would have a comparatively considerably larger size.
• Overall, the proposed outbuilding would be materially larger than the outbuilding it
replaces. As such, it would not meet the required criteria of the Framework exception
and therefore would constitute inappropriate development in the Green Belt. It
would conflict with Policy P2 of the Guildford borough Local Plan 2015-2034, adopted
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April 2019, which seeks to ensure that the Green Belt is protected against
inappropriate development.
Paragraph 137 of the Framework sets out that the fundamental aim of Green Belt
policy is to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land permanently open; the essential
characteristics of Green Belts are their openness and their permanence.
The appellant has directed my attention to case law that has clarified the
consideration of openness. Both the Turner1 and Euro Garages Ltd2 cases relate to
an exception to inappropriate development which allows for limited infilling or the
partial or complete redevelopment of previously developed sites which would not
have a greater impact on the openness of the Green Belt than the existing
development. The Samuel Smith Old Brewery (Tadcaster)3 case relates to a proposal
for mineral extraction which was considered against a different exception that
requires such development to preserve the openness of the Green Belt.
In these exceptions, there is direct reference to considering the impact on openness
in reaching a view as to whether the development would be inappropriate in the
Green Belt. Whereas this appeal scheme is considered against an exception which
requires that a replacement building is in the same use and not materially larger than
the one it replaces. As this exception does not reference the impact on openness, as
a direct element of assessing whether it would amount to inappropriate
development, I do not find these cases to be directly relevant to my consideration of
this appeal.
The proposal would result in a larger outbuilding at the site than the existing
structure. This additional size would reduce the openness of the Green Belt to a small
extent. However, given the proposal’s secluded position and its close visual and
spatial relationship with the main dwelling, the impact on openness would be very
limited. Despite the proposal’s proximity to the dwelling and the increased openness
of the north end of the plot through the removal of the existing outbuilding, the
proposal would have a greater footprint and height and so, while very modest, would
lead to an overall reduction in openness.
The proposal constitutes inappropriate development in the Green Belt which is, by
definition, harmful to the Green Belt. The very limited harm to openness would also
add to this harm. Paragraph 148 of the Framework specifies that substantial weight
should be given to any harm to the Green Belt and that very special circumstances
will not exist unless the potential harm to the Green Belt is clearly outweighed by
other considerations. The other considerations do not carry significant positive
weight and so do not clearly outweigh the harm identified. As such, the very special
circumstances that would be needed to justify the proposal do not exist.
Based on the above, and having regard to all matters raised, I recommend that the
appeal should be dismissed.
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